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Statement of Problems to be Explored 
This work is concerned with a specific problem and a general one. 
The specific problem is to determine the energy levels of the nucleus 
S .28 1 , and where possible their parities and their spins. The general 
problem is an attempt to separate the mechanisms involved in deuteron-
induced reactions, by comparing the angular distributions of the emit-
ted particles for bombarding energies above and below the coulomb 
barrier. 
The reactionA1 27 (d ,n)Si28 has been done at two energies; one below 
the coulomb barrier, at a bombarding energy of 2.16 Mev, and one above 
the coulomb barrier, at a bombarding energy of 6. 00 Mev. The neutrons 
were detected and their energies measured by means of the method of pro-
ton recoils in nuclear emulsions. Both energy levels and angular distri-
butions of th e emitted neutrons were obtained, and an analysis of the an-
gular distributions at the higher bombarding energy has permitted deter-
ruination of parities and limits on the spins of some of the states of Si28 
The anomalous behavior of d euteron reactions was first notic·ed in 
. 1 
the exper1ments of Lawrence, McMillan and Thornton in 1935, in which 
the reaction yield was measured as a function of deuteron energy. It was 
found that the yield increased less rapidly with energy than was predicted 
b y barrier penetration theory of Gamow, and so suggested that the reaction 
1. Lawrence, McMillan and Thornton, Phys . Rey. 48, 493 (1935). 
1 
2 
mechanism was not the same as for proton and alpha-particle induced 
reactions, whose yield did follow the G a m ow theory. Oppenheimer and 
Phillips 2 proposed a mechanism to account for the yield curve which as-
sumed that only the neutron in the deuteron entered th~ target. 
The experiments of Rotblat3 an:d Holt 4 showed that the protons emitted 
from deuteron reactions have a distribution in angle which is strongly 
peaked in the forward d i rection. Soon after this discovery, Butler pro-
posed a theory of the reaction mechanism which has become known as 
5 
the stripping theory. The Butler theory pictures deuterons separating 
into neutrons and protons when in the vicinity of the nucleus. The nucleon-
nucleus force then causes either the neutron or proton to be captured, 
fo rming a bound state of the final nucleus. In the theory, the coulomb 
force is ignored, as is the pos s ibili ty of capture into a virtual state, and 
several other complications which are difficult to treat. A result of this 
theory is the prediction that the angular distribution of the emitted parti-
cles is quite sensitive to the orbital angular momentum with whi ch the nu-
clean was captured. This fact has led to widespread use of (d, p) and 
(d, n) reactions as a tool of nuclear spectroscopy. 6 Knowing the angular 
momentum with which the particle is captured and the spin and parity of 
the target nucleus, the parity of the final nucleus state is then determined, 
and limits can be set on the spin of the final nucleus state. 
2. J.R. Oppenheimer and M. Phillips, Phys. Rev. 4·8, 500 (1935). 
3. Burrows, Gibson and Rotblat, Phy s. R e v. 80, l 09 5 ( 1950). 
4. J.R. HoltandC.T. Young, Proc. Phy s. Soc. A63, 833 (1950). 
5. S. T. Butler, Proc. Roy. Soc. (London) A20~, 559 (1951). 
6. R. Huby , "Progress in Nuclear Physics", Vol. 3 (1953). This is a 
review article of the early theory and of some of the e xperimental 
evidence. 
3 
After the first successes of the Butler theory, some cases were found 
in which the angular dis tribu tions of the emitted particles did not conform 
to the theory. First, there is the case reported by Burrows, Green, Hinds, 
7 21 
and Middleton, in which the protons emitted to the ground state of Ne 
· .h t. N 20 ( ) 21 d . . 1 d. .b . Th. 1n t e reac 10n e d, p Ne ha an 1sotrop1c angu ar 1str1 utlon. 1s 
is explained by the anomalous coupling of three d 5/2 particles to give 
J = 3 /2 ; the states formed by stripping are single-particle states andre-
quire only the stripped particle, so that many-particle states are much 
dis couraged in the stripping process. Presumably the formation of a three-
particle state requires enough rearrangement of nucleons that they can 
only be formed in a compound nucleus process in which a large variety 
of configurations are possible. 
The other anom alous angular distribution which arises is of the type 
reported by Middleton et al. 8 This is the case of particles captured to 
a virtual state of Q = 2. 22 Mev, the binding energy of the deuteron, for 
which there is a s ingularity in the Butler theory. 9 
Interest at the present time is centered about those effects which 
the Butler theory does not take account of , ·namely compound nucleus for-
mation and coulomb effects. The present experiments were undertaken 
in order to study the effect the coulomb barrier has on the angular dis -
tribution of outgoing particles . 
Current Theories of Nuclear Levels 
It has long been known that nuclei can exist in various energy states, 
7. Burrows, Green, Hinds, and Middleton, Proc. Phys . Soc. A6 9, 310 
(1 956). -
8. Middleton , El-Bedewi and Tai, Proc. Phys. Soc. A66, 95 (1 953 ). 
9 . Evans, Gre en and Middleton, Proc. Phys . S oc . A66, 1 08 (1953). 
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and an explanation of the properties of these states is one of the central 
problems- of nuclear physics. It was thought for .a long time that know-
ledge of the force between two nucleons would lead to an explanation of 
these states in the same manner as the energy levels of atoms were ex-
plained. However, the development of nuclear physics has t_aken quite 
a different course because the problems of the nuclear interaction has 
proved to be quite insoluble, up to the present time. 10 The accumulation 
o f data on the static and dynamic properties · of nuclei has led to the con-
struction of empirical models in an attempt to correlate the experimental 
knowledge acquired. 
Of the various models proposed, the shell m odel of Mayer, Jensen, 
and Suess, 11 and its extension by Bohr and Mottelson12 have led to a 
fairly complete understanding o f nuclear properties . The essential correct-
ness of the shell model of the nucleus is now not doubted, although details 
of the model, and its theoretical foundation are still obscure. The shell 
. model pictures nucleons moving as independent p articles in a potential 
well provided by the remainder of the nucleus. The model specifies coupling 
rules for the combinati9n of angular momenta, using the as surnption of a 
strong spin-orbit force between nucleons. In particular, at the "magic 
numbers" of nucleons, the nucleons couple their angular momenta to zero, 
forming a closed shell. Then the nucleus formed by adding or removing 
10. W. Rarita , Phys. Rev . 104, 221 (19 56). 
11. M.G. M ayer and J. H. D. Jensen, "Elementary Theory of Nuclear 
Shell Structure, 11 John Wiley and Sons, Ne-w York { 1955). 
12. A. Bohr and B. R. Mottelson, Kgl. Danske Videns k ab. Selskab. Mat. 
fys. Medd. 27 No. 16 {1953). 
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one particle to a closed shell has properties associated with that of the 
single particle, and has a particularly simple structure. 
The Bohr -Mottelson collective model deals with those nuclei which 
have many particles outside of a closed shell, and which are too com-
plica ted for ordinary shell-model calculation methods. This theory 
pictures the motion of particle outside of the closed shell as a mass 
flow which deforms the core into a spheroid. The rotating mass then 
has energy levels similar to those of a spinning top. The detailed pre-
dictions of energy levels and transition probabilities have been well veri-
fied13 for nuclei to which this model applies .. In addition, its success 14 • 15 
in accounting for the levels, spins and parities and transition probabili-
ties of the low-lying states of Al 25 and F 19 has led to hope that the pro-
perties of some other light nuclei may also be explained by means of this 
model. 
Another description of nuclei which has recently regained attention 
is the alpha-particle model. This model pictures nuclei as mad.e up of 
alpha-particles held together by some weak residual force, and perform-
. ' b . d '11 t' b h. 'l'b. . . l6,17 1ng v1 ratlons an osc1 a 1ons a out t e1r equ1 1 r1um pos1t1ons. 
The energy levels are calculable by the simple and well-knowh methods 
16 12 
of molecular spectroscopy. Only the levels of 0 and C have been 
13. A. Bohr, Lecture Notes, "Rotational States in Nuclei", California 
Institute of Technology ( 1954) (unpublished). 
14. Litherland, Paul, Bartholomew and Gove, Phys. Rev. 102, 208 (1956). 
15. E. B. Paul, Physica ..!:..!_, 1140 ( 1956). 
16. L. Rosenfeld, "Nuclear Forces", North Holland Publ. Co., Amster-
dam (1948). 
17. S. L. Kameny, Phys. Rev. 103, 358 (1956). 
calculated- reliably18 • 19 on this model, although older calculations of 
the levels of these nuclei and Be 8 and Ne 20 exist. 16 The o16 levels 
show fair agreement20 with those calculated. Below 10 Mev excita-
6 
tion, two levels are predicted which are not observed, and a 2 level is 
21 22 . 
obs-erved ' but not pred1cted. However, the other levels found are 
correctly predicted. 
23 R. K. Ne sbet, by a very general argument based on the transfer-
mation properties of wave -functions has arrived at a formul a which cor-
rectl y gives the binding energies ~f nuclei, and which implies the exis-
tence of alpha-particles in the nucleus. Perring and Skyrme 24 have used 
the transformation approach to calculate the levels of o16 and give a 
method for calculating the levels of any alpha-particle nucleus, in a man-
ner different from that of molecular spectroscopy. Although the agree-
ment with the experimentally determined levels is poor, this method pro-
bably can be improved. 
Further development of the alpha -particle model thus would seem 
to be of great interest, and it is hoped that the knowledge of the level struc-
ture of Si28 will stimulate further work on this model. 
Characteristics of Levels 
The energy levels of light nuclei are characterized by their spin, 
18. D.M. Dennison, Phys . Rev. 96, 378 (1954). 
19. A.E. GlassgoldandA. Galonsky, Phys. Rev. 103, 701 (1956). 
20. J. W. Bittner and R.D. Moffat, Phys. Rev. 96, 374 (1954). 
21. R . Sherr and W.F. Hornyak, Phys. Rev. 99, 632A (1955). 
22. Toppel, Wilkinson and Alburger, Phys. Rev. ~· 632A (1955) 
23. R.K. Nesbet, Phys . Rev. 100, 228 (1955) and private communication. 
24. J.K. Perring and T.H.R. Skyrme, Proc. Phys. Soc. A 69, 600 {1956) . 
? 
parity, isotopic spin, width and excitation energy. A further property, 
the magnetic moment, has been measured for only a few excited states. 
The term "spin" is commonly used in nuclear physics to denote the 
total angular mom.entum of a nuclear state. It is a strict constant of the 
motion, and is thus conserved in nuclear reactions. 
Parity refers to the behavior of a quantum-mechanical state function 
under the reversa1 of its spatial coordinate. That is, the wave function 
is either an even or odd function with respect to inversion. If even, the 
parity is even, and if odd, odd. Parity is also strictly conserved in re-
actions in which only nucleons and combinations of nucleons take part. 25 • 26 
Isotopic spin is an approximate quantum number which classifies 
states of a set of isobars, and is exact in the absence of electric charge. 
To the approximation that coulomb effects may be ignored in light nu-
clei, it is conserved in nuclear reactions. That is, nuclear reactions in 
which isotopic spin is not conserved are greatly hindered. 
The total width of a nuclear state is a quantity related to the mean 
life by T'~ = "'- The total width is a sum oyer the widths of a level for 
decay by every channel available. The reduced width for emission of a 
particle is related to the total width by the equation 
where Y 2 is the reduced width, P a penetrability factor, and k the 
wave number of the particle emitted. The reduced width is a quantity pre-
diCted from nuclear models, and for a single -particle state on the shell 
25. T.D. Lee and C.N. Yang, Phys, Rev. 104, 254 (1956). 
26. New York Times, p. 1 (January 16, 1957). 
8 
d 1 . 26 mo e 1s 
where a is the channel radius and M is the reduced mass of the system. 
If the reduced width is slightly less than this quantity, it is still quite 
likely to be a single -particle state, but if it is of the order of one hun-
dredth of the quantity it is probably a more complicated state. The usual 
method of obtaining reduced widths from stripping data is by adjusting the 
reduced width which enters into Butler's formula to fit the observed ampli-
tude of the cross -section. Thomas 27 pointed out that the reduced widths 
obtained in this fashion are lower by a factor of about four than those mea-
28 
sured by methods other than stripping. Recently Bowcock proposed 
a method for extracting reduced widths from a Legendre polynomial ana-
lysis of experimental stripping angular distributions, so that the value 
of the reduced width did not depend so critically on one measured point 
in the angular distribution. 29 Tobocman, however, found that Bowcock's 
procedure was unreliable in several cases which he examined. At present 
there is still no tested method for extracting reliable reduced widths from 
stripping data. 
METHODS OF STUDYING PROPERTIES OF LEVELS 
Since energy, angular momentum and parity are strictly conserved 
in nuclear reactions, one can in theory determine all these properties 
21. R.G. Sachs, "Nuclear Theory", p. 310, Addison-Wesley Pub. Co., 
Cambridge, Mass. (1953). 
28. R.G. Thomas, Phys. Rev. ~' 453 (1953). 
29. J.E. Bowcock, Proc. Phys. Soc. A 68, 512 {1955). 
g 
of a level by performing a number of reactions involving the levels, and 
observing which are forbidden by the conservation, or selection, rules. 
In addition, isotopic spin must be taken into account in reactions involv-
ing light nuclei. In practice, there is usually only a limited number of 
reactions possible because of the unavailability of a necessary target or 
bombarding particle, or an accelerator which gives th e desired energy 
to the particles. Also, one usually does not know the angular momentum 
of the born barding particles, and it is only in special cases that one knows 
the angular momentum of the emitted particle. When all these are known, 
the vector addition rules for angular momenta usually do not provide a 
unique answer. It is therefore frequently impossible to gain much know-
ledge of nuclear states from reaction data. 
Gamma ray spectroscopy is a very fruitful method for gaining know-
ledge of nuclei. Bound excited states of nuclei produced by any means 
will decay entirely by gamma radiation. In the Mev region, Y -ray 
energies may be measured by means of scintillation or pair spectra-
meters. Then with coincidence techniques the various cascades which 
take place may in principle be followed. Measurement of the angular 
1 t . f . 30 corre a 10n o success1ve gamma rays often leads to unique spin as-
signments for states, and measurements of the width for gamma emission 
sometimes leads to knowledge of the spins and parities of states. One 
can take the shell model estimates of gamma ray widths for the various 
multi poles, and if one takes account of the inhibiting factors discussed 
by Wilk inson, 31 in the simpler cases spins and parities can be derived. 
30. L. Biedenharn and M.E. Rose, Rev. Mod. Phys. 25, 729 (1953). 
31. D. H. Wilk inson, Phil. Mag. 1, 127 (1 9 56). 
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The angular distributions and correlations of the product particles 
from compound nucleus reactions can be predicted, if one knows the in-
coming channel spin, the outgoing channel spin, and the orbital angular 
momenta involved. Conversely, one of these quantities may be deter-
mined from an experimental study of the angular correlation if the others 
are known. For example, in gamma-gamma co-rrelation experiments, 
if the spins of two of the states involved are known, and the multipolarity 
of the emitted radiation is found by means of an angular correlation ex-
periment, the spin of the third state is then determined. 32 
(3 -decay and K-capture are governed by two different sets of selection 
rules, the Fermi and Gamow-Teller. One cannot tell in any case whether 
one or both are operative, so that one must use both. The log ft is ob-
tained by experimentally measuring the half-life of a beta emitter, and 
from theoretical tables of f. Given ft, the degree of forbiddenness is 
known, and thus the parity and limits on the spin change in the transition 
are determined. 
The internal conversion process occurs when the excitation energy 
of a nuclear state is directly transferred to an atomic electron. The 
ratio of the number of emitted electrons to the number of gammas ob-
served is called the conversion coefficient. The conversion coefficient 
depends only on the charge of the nucleus, the energy of the gamma ray, 
and its multipole order. Thus by comparing the observed conversion 
coefficient with plots of those calculated for various multipole orders, 
32. D. H. Wilkinson, 11Illustrations of Angular Correlation Computations 
Using the Racah Coefficient Method, 11 Brookhaven National Labora-
tory, (1956) {unpublished). 
l l 
the multipolarity of the gamma ray can be obtained. Given the multipo-
larity one then knows the spin and parity change between the initial and 
final states. 
The Importance of Neutron Spectra 
Since neutrons are notoriously difficult to detect, and it is yet more 
difficult to measure their energies, one might ask why neutron spectra 
are studied at all. Clearly, if the information sought can be obtained by 
means of charged particle reactions then there is no need to do neutron 
spectroscopy. The tedious work involv.ed in neutron spectroscopy is best 
reserved for studying nuclei which cannot be reached conveniently by 
another process. 
As was stated in a previous section, although in theory there might 
be many reactions by means of which a particular nucleus may be studied, 
in practice the availability of targets, bombarding particles and bombard-
ing energies limits the possible reactions. Also, some nuclei cannot be 
reached easily because the energy needed is too high. As a result it is 
often necessary to resort to neutron spectroscopy, or do without the de-
sired information. 
In theory there is an alternative method of obtaining the energy levels 
of nuclei which can be reached only by reactions leading to neutrons. This 
is by studying the gamma rays emitted from the excited states of the final 
nucleus. There are many difficulties in the practical use of this method. 
The excited state rna y decay by cas cades, necessitating coincidence 
measurements, some gamma rays might be extremely weak, and so be 
obscured by neighboring strong ones, or may originate from a final nu-
cleus other than that under study. The latter possibility arises because 
12 
a compound nucleus usually has several decay channels. The present 
day scintillation spectrometers are not suitable for the accurate energy 
measurement of gamma rays of more than several Mev, and pair spec-
trometers require a h igh gamma ray intensity before they can be used. 
At present the on ly suitable meth od of studying the higher states of nu-
clei reached in reactions leading to neutrons is still that of neutron spec-
troscopy. 
CHAPTER II. DETECTION OF FAST NEUTRONS 
Methods Of Fast Neutron Spectroscopy 
There are several methods available for measuring the energy of 
neutrons in the Mev region. In addition to the method of proton recoils 
in nuclear emulsions used here, others have used the recoil of particles 
in cloud chambers and in proportional counters, time-of-flight methods, 
and loaded emulsions. 
Keepin and Roberts 1 employed emulsions loaded with Li6 , measuring 
the ranges of the particles from the reaction Li6(n,a() H 3 to determine neu-
tron energies. Unfortunately the neutron energy is a double -valued func-
tion of the sum of the ranges of the alpha particle and triton, but the main 
difficulty is that the concentration of Li 6 is necessarily low and the reaction 
cross-section is also low at high neutron energies. By choosing proper 
acceptance criteria, they were able to measure neutron energies, from 
thermal to 5 Mev with an accuracy of 0. 1 Mev. 
The cloud chamber method is at present chiefly of historical interest, 
but its characteristics are simple. Entering neutrons collide with hydrogen 
nuclei, knock out protons which form track s of condensed vapor droplets. 
Photographs are taken of the tracks, and measurements are made of the 
track lengths and angles. The kinematics, and a calibration of the ranges 
yield the neutron energies. The long operating time needed to accumulate 
a sufficient number of tracks mak es this method inferior to that of nuclear 
emulsions, which it greatly resembles. Its unique advantage is for neutrons 
1. G.R. Keepin and J.H. Roberts, Rev. Sci. Instruments 21, 163 (1950) 
13 
14 
of energy lower than 500 kev. Since the tracks are much longer in cloud 
chambers than in emulsions, for a given energy, one can measure the 
energies of neutrons of much lower ene.rgies in cloud chambers than is 
possible in emulsions. Bonner2 used a cloud chamber to study the neu-
. 19 20 tron spectrum from the reachon F (d, n)Ne • The width at half maxi-
mum of the neutron groups was about 20% at neutron ·energies from 2 to 
10 Mev. 
The method of time-of-flight of neutrons has recently been applied 
by Granberg and Levin, 3 by Nielson and ·Warren, 4 .and by Bloom, Glasoe, 
Muehlhause and Wegner. 5 Nielson and Warren used time-of-flight to 
select neutrons in coincidence with gamma rays. By fixing the time delay 
at which neutrons are accepted, they can accept neutrons of a given en-
ergy. The half-maximum width was about 15% for 3 Mev neutrons. The 
experiments of Granberg and Bloom actually involved neutron spectros-
copy. In the Granberg system, the particle source is pulsed, and neutrons 
are produced with a fixed ene.rgy from the reaction T(p, n)He3 • The neu-
trans are inelastically scattered from a target, and detected by a scin-
tillator. Elapsed time is measured between a fiducial pulse generated 
once per rf cycle pulse of the particle source, and the signals obtained 
from the neutron detector. Since the distance traversed by the neutron 
is known, its energy is then determined. The g.roup width at half maxi-
mum of this method is about 20% at 2. 5 Mev. The method used by Bloom 
et a1 for the inelastic scattering of neutrons is quite similar in principle, 
with the electronics and pulsing managed differently. In their experiment, 
2. T. W. Bonner, Proc. Roy. Soc. Al74, 339 (1940) 
3. L. Granberg and J.S. Levin, Phys. Rev. 100, 434 (1956) 
4. G. C. Nielson and J. B. Warren, Phys. Rev. 103, 1785 (1956) 
5. Bloom, Glasoe, Muehlhause and Wegner, Phys. Rev. 100, 1284 (1956) 
15 
the group width at half maximum was 13o/o for 1. 5 Mev neutrons. 
The time -of-flight method was included here not because of impres-
sive results obtained already, but because it is potentially the most accur-
ate method of neutron spectroscopy. One can take a standard time resolu-
tion of 10-9 seconds, and calculate the energy resolution for a reasonable 
flight path. The energy resolution is limited only by the intensity avail-
able, and theoretically 10 kev is not difficult to obtain. Further work on 
this method is clearly called for. 
The reason that a scintillator alone cannot usually be used for neu-
tron energy measurement is that no suitable material has been found which 
is insensitive to gamma rays. 6 Birks measured the inherent resolution 
of anthracene for 2. 5 Mev neutrons, in the absence of gamma rays, and 
found it to be 12o/o. 
The remaining class of neutron spectrometers is that in which pro-
portional counters are used. The purpose of such spectrometers is to 
produce an energy spectrum output in the form of electrical pulses whose 
amplitude is proportional to the neutron energy. Most designs are such 
that incoming neutrons produce recoil particles in a gas, and an ioniza-
tion chamber or crystal is used for detection. In some designs recoil 
particles are produced whose ranges are measured with absorbers. The 
technique used is to select only ,those recoil particles which make a small 
angle with the incident neutrons, by means of a coincidence requirement. 
As illustration of the mode of operation of these devices, two of the more 
interesting ones were chosen from recent literatu.re. 
Perlow7 describes a spectrometer which uses a methane filled cham-
ber divided into three parts, each of which is a separate proportional 
6. J.B. Birks, Proc. Phys. Soc. A65,453 {1952) 
7. G. J. Perlow, Pev. Sci. Instruments 27, 460 (1956) 
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counter. Entering neutrons produce recoil protons in the first chamber, 
and must pass through collimating slits to get into the second and third 
chambers. Pulses from the first and second chambers which are in coin-
cidence are accepted, and their pulse heights added, and pulses from the 
first and third chambers which are in coincidence are rejected. This 
assures that the particles stopped in the second chamber. The spectro-
meter is useful for neutron energies from 50 kev to 1 Mev and has a half 
width of the neutron peak of 9%. 
Johnson and Trail8 have a spectrometer for neutrons of energy 2 to 
20 Mev. Polyethylene radiators of various thicknesses are mounted on 
a wheel, so that any thickness desired may be used. The recoil protons 
then pass through a chamber which is divided into two parts, making up 
two separate proportional counters, and are stopped in a sodium-iodide 
crystal, placed after the proportional counter chamber. A triple coinci-
dence is required for a proton recoil to be accepted. There are also slits 
arranged so that the recoil proton must be at a small angle with the neutron 
direction. The width at half-maximum is 5. 3o/o for 13. 7 Mev neutrons, 
with an efficiency for neutron detection of 3. 6 X 10-6• 
The last method to be discussed is that of neutron thresholds. It is 
discussed last because it is not directly a method of measuring neutron 
energies, but may be used as a substitute for neutron energy measure-
ment in many applications. 
This method takes advantage of the energy sensitivity of two types of 
neutron counters. The long counter is a BF 3 filled proportional counter 
surrounded by paraffin with holes cut into the paraffin in front of the counter 
in the direction from which the neutrons enter. It is equally sensitive to 
neutrons over a wide range of energies. The second counter employed is 
8. C. H. Johnson and C. C. Trail, Rev. Sci. Instruments 27, 468 (1956) 
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a BF 3 filled proportional counter surrounded by paraffin, sensitive only 
to slow neutrons, of energy 5 to 50 kev in the experimental arrangement 
used by Bonner. 9 The energy of the bombarding particles initiating a re-
action is varied, until the threshold for release of neutrons to some level 
of the residual nucleus by the compound nucleus is reached. At this born-
barding energy, the ratio of counts in the slow neutron counter to that in 
the counter of neutrons of all energies has a maximum. In this way it is 
possible to obtain the energies of levels of nuclei reached in neutron emit-
ting reactions, without measuring neutron energies. The weakness of this 
method is that it depends for its efficacy on the energy width of a state. 
For a wide state the counter ratio shows no sharp rise, and states can. 
be missed by this method. However, its usefulness is attested by the 
large amount of nuclear data obtained with its careful use by the Rice 
group. 
THE METHOD OF PROTON RECOILS IN NUCLEAR EMULSIONS 
Brief Description 
Nuclear emulsions, like photographic film, are composed of a gelatin 
base into which are incorporated silver salts. The passage of an ionizing 
particle through the emulsion causes changes to take place in the silver 
grains along their path, and the silver grains may then be developed. After 
development, the tracks are measured. Track lengths are r ·elated to the 
energy of the incoming particle by means of calibrating experi.ments in 
which particles of known energy enter the emulsion. Nuclear emulsions 
differ from photographic emulsions in that photographic emulsions are 
several microns thick, and nuclear emulsions may be hundreds of microns 
9. T. W. Bonner and C. F. Cook, Phys. Rev. 96, 122 (1954) 
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thick. Also, the size of silver grains is carefully controlled, and the 
silver concentration is greater. When neutrons enter a nuclear emulsion, 
they have a probability proportional to the n-p scattering cross· -section 
of knocking out a proton from the hydrogen which is abundantly available 
in the gelatin. By measurement of the track produced by the proton, and 
referring back to the .calibration of the emulsion, the proton energy can 
be found. Then the proton energy is related to the energy of the entering 
neutron by the kinematics of particle collision; that is, simply through 
application of conservation of energy and momentum. Thus it is a fairly 
simple and straightforwa.rd procedure to measure neutron energies with 
nuclear emulsions. It is necessary to measure of the order of one hundred 
proton recoil tracks for each neutron group in order to obtain sufficient 
statistical accuracy in locating the average neutron energy. The length 
of proton recoil tracks varies from 14 microns at 1 Mev to 1097 microns 
at 15 Mev, so that measurement of the proton recoil tracks must be done 
with a good microscope. Consideration of the accuracy of measurement 
of the various quantities involved has led .to the adoption of selection cri-
teria for proton recoils, which will be described in detail. In addition to 
the measurement of neutron energies, the emulsion method is useful for 
the study of the angular distribution of the emitted neutrons, and finds some 
application in the measurement of absolute cross -sections. 10 
Composition of the Emulsion 
Nuclear emulsions are almost exclusively obtained from commercial 
manufacturers at the present time, who do not disclose the small amounts 
of sensitizing agents added, but the article by Beiser, ll and Yagoda's book, 12 
10. L. Rosen, Nucleonics, p. 32 (July 1953), and p. 38 (August 1953) 
11. A. Beiser, Rev. Mod. Phys. 24, 273 (1952) 
12. H. Yagoda, "Radioactive Measurements with Nuclear Emulsions 11 John 
Wiley and Sons Inc. New York {1949) 
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provide detailed instruction for preparing emulsions, as worked out by 
several investigators. The second edition of "Theory of the Photographic 
13 Process" by Mees provides qualitative information about the minor 
emulsion additives, and contains a discussion of the theories of the action 
of ionizing radiations on emulsions. It suffices for the present to note 
that Yagoda gives the composition of Ilford C -2 emulsion as 85. 1 o/o AgBr 
and 14. 9% gelatin. Emulsions are available commercially from Ilford 
14 
and Eastman Kodak with varying sensitivities, for the detection of various 
ionizing particles. C -2 emulsion and Eastman NTA are the types ordinarily 
used for proton recoil work. The advantage of C -2 emulsions are that they 
do not strip from the backing as readily as NTAis and are more uniform 
because of better manufacturer's controls. Nuclear emulsions come in 
thicknesses of 50 microns to 1000 microns, and manufacturers will pro-
vide any special thickness desired. The emulsion backing is glass, l. 25 
or I. 50 mm thick , and comes in various sizes. One inch by three inch 
plates fit conveniently onto the stages of most microscopes, and are 
widely used. One rather odd characteristic of nuclear emulsions is tha.t 
they are sensitive to pressure, so that care must be taken in handling them 
to prevent blackening. They are also sensitive to oxidizing agents, and 
being wrapped in aluminum foil for a short time will decompose that part 
of the emulsion which had contact with the foil. Emulsions must be devel-
oped promptly after exposure, because the latent image will fade quite 
rapidly; as an illustration taken from a curve shown by Beiser, if the 
emulsion is left in air for 10 days, lOo/o of the grain density is lost. High 
humidity also accelerates fading. The precise cause of fading is unknown, 
but it is tho}lght to be an oxidation process. 
13. C. E. K~ Mees, "Theory of the Photographic Process", Revised Edition 
MacMillan Publishing Co. New York (1954) 
14. Ilford Ltd. , Ilford, England 
Figure 1. The plate camera used f or the 6 . 00 Mev deuteron energy 





For the present work emulsions were wrapped in aluminum foil, and 
placed edge-on to the target, at the various angles desired. The alumin-
um foil used is a heavy foil commercially available for wrapping frozen 
foods, and is about 0. 004 inches thick. Ordinarily two plates are placed 
at each angle, wrapped together, in order to insure that one has sufficient 
tracks, and they are ordina.rily developed and stored separately, so that 
if one plate is lost through an error in development, or if one set of plates 
peels in storage, at least one plate remains at each angle. The plates are 
marked in the dark with code num hers giving the reaction and angle, at 
the end of the plate which i.s aft of the incoming beam. The package of two 
plates is wrapped in aluminum, which essentially touches only the glass 
backing, and sealed with masking tape. 
The plate "camera" is an aluminum r ·ing of 7" radius, with aluminum 
blades set at intervals of 15° onto which the packages of plates are held 
with spring clips. The camera used in the 6.00 Mev bombardment is shown 
in Figure The camera used in the 2. 16 Mev bombardments is of similar 
construction, but made of lucite. The lucite camera was supported on a 
stand, while the aluminum camera was constructed to be fastened onto a 
flange at the exit port of the generator used. When positioned, the plate 
edges nearest the target were 4" from it. 
Development of Nuclear Emulsions 
Emulsions 400 microns thick were used in these experiments, and 
it is easily understood that they cannot be developed by the same methods 
as photographic films, several microns thick. The problem of develop-
ment has been the subject of a lot of research, and some quite elaborate 
installations have been devised for the uniform development of emulsions. 
The method used in the present work is not the best available, but it re-
quires little in the way of equipm-ent, and the results are good, if atten-
tion is paid to temperature control. 
The method of development is illustrated by the steps involved. First 
one soaks the plates in distilled water at room temperature, in a light-
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tight box, and places the box into a refrigerator at 4°C until the plate has 
swelled. Then the water is removed and solution A of the developer, pre-
cooled to 4 ° C, is put into the box, and it is again placed into the r .efrigerator 
until the developer penetrates by diffusion throughout the emulsion. Solu-
tion A is then poured out and solution B poured in, and the box again goes 
into the refrigerator until the second solution has penetrated. A warm 
period follows which brings the emulsion up to room temperature. Then 
the emulsions enter a stop bath, are fixed, and washed. 
The purpose of the swelling operation is twofold; it allows the developer 
to penetrate more easily, and also provides a gradual cooling to developer 
temperature; temperature shock cannot be tolerated in thick emulsions, 
because it produces severe distortions. Solution A is a development bath 
without the usual alkali, which causes the development to take place ex-
tremely slowly. Solution B contains additional developer, and an excess 
of alkali, and it is in this step that development really starts. The warming 
stage hastens development, and by removing the developing solution, slows 
down development at the surface by depletion of the developer, while allow-
ing the lower layers to develop. The m ·ethod outlined is that used at Los 
Alamos, as described by Rosen, 10 with some modifications. The formulas 
and times are as follows: 
Solution A 
0. 55 gm elan 
Solution B 
200 cc Kodak D-19 
12 gms sodium sulfite 
2. 2 gms hydroquinone 
I. 0 gm sodium bromide 
dis tilled water to make 1 liter 
8 gm sodium car bonate 
800 cc distilled water 
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Development Procedure for 400 Micron Plates: 
1. Presoak in distilled water 
2. Place in Solution A 
3. Place in Soultion B 
4. Warm development {dry) 
45 minutes. Water initially at 
room temperature, then plates 
in light-tight tank placed into 
refrigerator for the remainder 
of time. 
80 minutes at 4°C 
80 minutes at 4°C 
35 minutes at room temperature. 
Pour out developer and blot sur-
faces of emulsions. 
5. Place in 1. 5% acetic acid 40 minutes at room temperature 
6. Remove surface silver by rubbing gently with fingers • . 
7. Place in 1/3 hypo by weight solution for 1. 5 times the time ·it takes to 
clear the emulsions. 
8. Wash for 6 hours in a trickle of cold tap water. 
9. Place into 30% alcohol solution for 30 seconds to hasten drying. 
10. Place on paper toweling, glass down, to dry. Two days at high humidity. 
C -2 emulsions -are sufficiently sensitive to light that they must be 
handled under a dim red light, for instance, that provided by a Wratten 
#2 safelight. Extreme precaution must be taken in wiping off the surface 
silver, because the gelatin is soft at stage six, and easily scratched. Dis-
tilled water is required for mixing all solutions. Usually fixing takes over-
night, and after six hours in the full strength hypo, the solution is changed 
to half strength, 1/6 hypo by weight, for overnight. The plates are us-
ually cleared by the next morning, when the hypo is again changed. 
Difficulty was experienced in the processing if the room temperature 
was allowed to rise above 2.2°C, or if the wash water or. fixer was above 
0 
this temperature. No difficulty with water temperatures down to 15 C 
was ex:perienced. With excessive warmth, the emulsion tends to develop 
bubbles and reticulation. 
Drying mus't be done in a fairly humid room above 40o/o relative hu-
midity, to prevent peeling of the emulsion because of strains developed 
as the emulsion shrinks. 
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The hydroquinone and elon (which is the same as metol), are develop-
ing agents. Hydroquinone depends on the presence of an alkali for devel-
opment, but elon does n:ot. The alkali used here is sodium. carbonate. 
Potassium bromide acts as an antifog agent, and sodium sulfite is used 
to accelerate the developing action of elon. 
The plates are stored in a room in which the humidity is regulated 
to between 40o/o and 60o/o. One must avoid higher humidity because there 
is the possibility of mold forming on the plates. If, for some reason, the 
emulsion peels from the glass backing it can be softened in a solution of 
50o/o alcohol, and the edge of the emulsion cemented to the backing with 
Duco when it is nearly dry. The plate will then be usable except near the 
edges if this is carefully done. 
A hypo indicator is useful for determining when the fixer has been 
thoroughly removed in the washing process. A formula for such an indica-
. . b B . ll tor 1s g1ven y e1ser. 
Hypo Indicator 
water 180 cc 
potassium · permanganate 0. 3 gm 
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sodium hydroxide 0. 6 gm 
add 250 cc of water to the solution above. The solution turns orange 
if hypo is present. 
Track Measurement 
The coordinates are shown in Figure ; the x andy coordinates in 
the plane of the plate, with x along the long edge of the plate, and the z 
coordinate perpendicular to the plane of the plate. What one actually se·es 
through the microscope is the projection of the track onto the x-y plane. 
One defines the angle f as the angle made by the projection of the track, 
shown dotted, and the x axis. The angleli is the angle between the track 
and its projection onto the x-y plane. 
During the course of the development, the emulsion shrinks because 
it is largely composed of silver, which is .removed in development. 400 
micron plates usually shrink to between 130 and 200 microns. The dip 
angle '\i which is measurable in the processed emirlsion is not the true 
dip angle which the track made before development. Let us call the true 
,a' ' dip angle 1.4 • The relation between "'9. and~ will shortly be shown. 
It is necessary to make three measurements on each track; a measure-
rn.ent of the projected length 1 , the apparent dip angle ~ , and. the angle 
; • The length measurement may be made either using an eyepiece scale, 
whose image superimposes on the track projection, or with a calibrated 
and accurate motion of the microscope .stage. Since the moving stage 
m ·ethod requires a special stage, an extra step in calculation, and is less 
accurate than the eyepiece scale method for short tracks, it is used only 
for tracks longer than several fields of view. Eyepiece scales for use in 
length measurement are mark ed off in arbitrary units. It is necessary 
to use a stage micrometer to calibrate these scale divisions in terms of 
microns, the conventional unit. 
Fi gure 2 . The coordinate system used for track l!leasurement , sho, • . 
i n rela t i on to the emulsion dimens i ons. 
2? 
' 400 #' z 
INCIDENT NEUTRON (ALONG X- AXIS) 
a 
----- _..,;~--"':;-;---
· o1~ e -. b 
~~· ------------------------~ !~-~..,__ _____ 3"--------~ 
ab =~ (IN X-Y PLANE) 
a c ~ l' 
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To obtain l7- , the dip angle, one measures its tangent, and calculates 
~. Tan -Q is the ratio ~ , where S~ is the depth increment along the 
'S . 
segment of lengthS. One chooses an arbitrary track lengthS and tan 
is obtained as follows: one focuses on the beginning grain of the length 
S and notes the depth reading on the fine-focus adjustment; then one focuses 
on the end grain of the length and reads the depth again on the fine -focus 
scale. The difference in depth readings divided by S is tan~ • 
The fine-focus knob on a · Leitz microscope has a scale on it which 
reads .iri microns, so that one gets a depth reading in microns. To ob-
tain the tangent of the true dip angle in the unprocessed emulsion, one 
must correct both for plate shrinkage and for the difference in units between 
the numerator and denominator of tangent -B.' remer:nbering that the eye-
piece scale reads in calibrated units which are not necessarily microns. 
Since tangent..,. is a depth in rl).icrons divided by a length in scale divisions, 
one must multiply by the number of scale divisions per micron; then one 
finds the tangent of the true dip angle by multiplying by the ratio of the 
thickness of the unprocessed emulsion to that of the unprocessed emulsion. 
The angle + is measured with an eyepiece goniometer. The goniometer 
has three parts; an angle scale rigidly attached to the eyepiece barrel, 
a pointer attached to the rotatable eyepiece, and crosshairs inside the 
eyepiece. The goniometer must be checked at frequent intervals. This 
is done by locating a straight portion of the edge of the plate under low 
magnification. Then one of the crosshairs is lined up parallel to the edge 
of the plate, and the pointer loosened and made to point at zero degrees. 
After the screw which fixes the pointer is tightened the goniometer is 
ready for use. Since for most people the dominant eye, or the one used 
most is the right eye, the eyepiece scale is usually put in the right eyepiece, 
and the goniometer in the left eyepiece. 
The neutron energy is derived from the proton energy by dividing E 
p 
by the square of the cosine of the· angle between the direction of the neu-
tron and that of the proton. The calculational details will be given later; 
the point here is that to obtain neutron. energies accurately one must ob-
tain an accurate value for this angle. One makes the smallest error in 
obtaining the cosine of an: angle, with a give·n: accuracy in angle measure-
ment, if the angle is small. One chooses a selection criterion for angles 
which assures that the angular error is tolerable. Convenient acceptance 
criteria, which will be shown to lead to tolerable error in neutron energy 
determination, are the following: 
1. 1 > 5 microns 
z. 0°~~ ~ 9°, accept if f ~ 10° 
3. 'l: 0, accept for cf> ~ 15° 
Also, tracks which do not both begin and end in the emulsion are rejected 
because their lengths cannot be measure·d. 
The data recorded are the track length l., the angle {>, and the dip, 
tan j . In addition, the coordinates of the beginning and end of each strip 
of emulsion scanned are recorded, as is the reading of the processed 
depth of the emulsion at the position of the strip scanned. The coordl.nates 
of the beginning and end of the strip enable one to calculate the area scanned, 
which one must know in order to obt~in. cross -sections and angular distri-
butions. _ A knowledge of the depth of. the processed emulsion enables one to 
make a.n accurate correction for the emulsion shrinkage when one calculates 
the true dip angle. 
In order to avoid scanning the same plate area more than. once, it 
is necessary to adopt a consistent procedure for scanning. One scans 
consistently either from left to right, or from right to left, across the 
plate. The procedure is to set the stage at some y coordinate and record 
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it, then move the emulsion along the x direction when scanning. One then 
records the initial and final x coordinates. Next, the y coordinate is changed 
by three fields of view for the n .ext scan, to avoid overlapping. With cau-
tion, one can use a distance of two fields of view between strips scanned. 
In order not to wander off the strip, after a track is measured, one 
moves the stage back to its standard y position for that particular strip. 
To sum up the scanning procedure, these are the steps: 
l. Record the x andy coordinates of the beginning of the strip. 
2. Scan down through the emulsion at a fixed x setting, using the 
fine-focus adjustment. 
3. Move the x coordinate half a field of view. 
4. Scan up through the emulsion using the fine -focus adjustment. 
5. When a track is found, move it to the center of the field of view. 
6. Measure its angle ~with the goniometer, at the beginning of the 
track. 
7. Measure its apparent dip as described before. 
8. If the track satisfied acceptance criteria, measure its length, 
and record the angle ~ and dip. 
9. Move the stage back to its position before the track was measured. 
l 0. Scan a predetermined distance along the x direction. 
11. At the end of the strip, measure the emulsion thickness, and 
record it. 
The angle f measurement must be made at the beginning of the track, 
so that one must know from which direction the neutrons entered. At the 
time the plates are prepared for exposure, the plate code is marked at 
the edge of the plate sway from the entering beam. When the plate is on 
the microscope stage, remembering that the image is reversed by the 
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microscope, one then knows which direction the neutrons came from, and 
which is the beginning of a track. 
In scanning, one is often puzzled about tracks which satisfy accep-
tance criteria, but are not straight. Tracks are curved due to multiple 
scattering, or deflected sharply through a close collision. It will be shown 
that the measurement procedure described here will lead to negligible 
error in energy measurement. In both the case of multiple scattering and 
close collision, the angle f is measured at the beginning of the track. 
For slightly curved tracks, the length is measured along the chord. For 
a track with a sharp change in direction between two straight portions, one 
measures each s·traight portion separately and adds their lengths. The 
initial angle is used as usual. 
Track Calculations 
Having measured the projected lengthl, angle t/> , and the dip angle, 
the energy of the proton is fixed by the kinematics of elastic collision. 
First one must find the true dip angle and true length of the track. The · 
true dip angle is found from the formula 
' _a L d. Tan ~ = Ta.l\ ""T 
d is the depth of the processed emulsion in microns 
Lis the depth of the unprocessed emulsion in microns 
a is the number of eyepiece scale divisions per micron 
If the projected length is measured with a m .oving stage equipped with 
dial gauges, one reads the x andy increments of the projected track 
length. Since one restricts the acceptable tracks to those with small 
angles with the x axis, the y component of the track length is usually 
s .mall compared to the x component, so that the projected length may be 
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obtained from the binomial expansion: 
~,_ 
l% ~ + ~ 
The true length of the track is then obtained from the apparent length 




' ' where 1J is the true dip angle and 1 is the true track length. 
Having obtained the true track length, the energy of a proton having 
this length is obtained from a range-energy curve for the emulsion used. 
If the measured projected length is in eyepiece scale divisions, one 
can take account of the units by making up a range-energy table with range 
in the same units. A convenient range-energy table is one in which the 
energy is tabulated in 10 kev intervals. 
If A is the angle made by the proton with the direction of the incoming 
neutron, eo s A =-
and since, from the kinematics 
Er 
After the neutron energies are obtained, the number of neutrons in 
a given energy interval is tabulated as a . function of energy. The usual 
energy interval for tabulation is 100 or 200 kev, depending on the ex-
pected energy spread. 
n-p Scattering and Geometry Corrections 
If one wishes to obtain cross -s.ections from nuclear emulsion mea-
surements, several energy sensitive pr·operties of the emulsion m .ust be 
corrected for. Apart from the geometrical dependence of the efficiency 
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of detection of the emulsion, which depends on the area of emulsion ex-
posed to the neutron flux, the.re are two corrections to be made, to get 
the proper neutron flux. 
The probability that a neutron entering the emulsion will collide elas-
tically with a proton, or hydrogen nucleus, in the emulsion, is given by 
the n-p scattering cross -section times the number of hydrogen nuclei 
per unit volume, times the distance traversed in the emulsion. The 
n - p scattering cross-section is known quite well from experiment, and 
is strongly energy dependent. To remove this energy dependence, one 
can multiply the observed number of neutrons of a certain energy by the 
inverse of the n-p scattering cross -section. If absolute cross -sections 
are not desired, it is usual to normalize the n-p cross -section at a con-
venient energy in order to work with numbers near unity • 
. The second correction is necessary in order to remove the distor-
tion of the spectrum due to the fact that long tracks are more likely to 
escape from the emulsion than short tracks. This is called the "geo-
. 15 
metry correction" and was first calculated by H. T. Richards. It is 
a rather s'mall correction for thick emulsions, and not important if ab-
solute cross -sections are not desired. The correction is done by divi-
ding the number of neutrons at a given energy by the probability that a 
neutron of that energy will remain in the emulsion. The formula for this 
probability, as given by Rosen, 16 is 
p ( ~ ) :: \ - t• s i ~ L ( .Q. I s' ."' ~ ~ L ) 
2. L 
L 
15. H.T. Richards, Phys. Rev. 59, 796 (1941) 
16. L. Rosen, Nucleonics, July 1953 p. 32 andAugust 1953 p. 38 
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Correction for n-p Scattering Cross-Section and Geamet r,y 
Richards (Geometry) and Gammel (Scattering Cross...Section) o 
E . tio En Ratio En Ratio n 
o4 o4Jl~ 4o4 1.,67 8o4 2o90 
o$ _,463 4o5 1.:.69 8oS 2o93 
o6 o5ll 4.,6 lc72 8.,6 2.,96 
o7 o$55 4o7 lc74 8o7 2o99 
o8 o$97 4o8 l c77 8,8 3o05 
o9 o6)8 4.,9 1a81 8o9 )c07 
1,0 u678 SoO 1.,84 9o0 )olO 
Ll .:.713 Sol 1 87 9ol )ol3 
2 o 7L.7 5o2 l o89 9o2 )ol6 
L3 u782 So) lo92 9o) )ol9 
lo4 o8l) 5.,4 lo94 9o4 3o2S 
l oS .,848 5oS L97 9oS ) c)) 
L.6 o879 5o6 2-,01 9.,6 J.,J6 
1~7 o908 5~1 2o04 9o7 ).,)9 
loB .,940 5o8 2.,07 9o8 3o42 
lo9 o968 5.,9 2o09 9o9 )o45 -
2o0 loOOO 6,0 2el2 lOoO 3o48 
2ol 1.,0) 6.,1 2!Jl6 10.,1 ) .,5l 
2o2 l o06 6o2 2ol9 l0o2 3.,53 
2.,) lo08 6o) 2o22 lOo) 3o59 
2.4 l~ll 6 ... 4 2.,26 10o4 ).,62 
Zc.S l ol4 6oS 2o27 lOS ) .,68 
2o6 lo17 6.,6 2., )0 10o6 3o71 
2 ... 7 lo20 6('7 2.,32 10o7 3o74 
2 .. 8 lo22 6 .. 8 2o38 lOo8 3o79 
2 •. 9 lo26 6o9 2.,40 10.,9 )o82 
~ rO lo28 7o0 2~44 lloO )o88 ).1 l o)l 7ol 2o46 11~1 )o9l 
3 2 lo34 7o2 2.,50 llo2 3o94 
J,,J lnJ6 7o3 2., 52 llo) )o97 
3·4 lo39 7 .. 4 2i> 56 llo4 ) .,99 
3,5 l o42 7o$ 2o59 llo5 4o02 
3-.6 1.,45 7o6 2,,6) lle6 4 08 
3o7 1;;47 7o7 2o6S llo7 4ol4 
J,.8 lo49 7() 8 2.,68 llo8 4.,20 
3o9 L 53 7co9 2o70 llo9 4o25 
,_~.,0 lo57 BoO 2o77 12o0 4o28 
Ll loS9 8,_1 2o80 12ol 4o)l 
4.,2 la6l Bn~ 2o82 12o2 4o37 
4 .. 3 L64 Bo3 2.,85 
tion factor is the product of the inverse of t..YJ.e n=·P 
·ng cross=aection1 and the probability that the track will 
ave :;be mulsion, To .e it, multiply the number of track in a 
giv n ncrgy interval by the correction .factor (Ratio) at that energy)) 
tog , the real number o.: neutrons with that anergy., Normalized to 
a.· ,00 CVo 
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I . 
angle made by fl. with the x axis 
t l =true length of recoil proton track 
L =emulsion thickness in the unprocessed emulsion 
In practice, a table of correction factors can be made up (Table ) which 
combines the corrections for geometry and n-p scattering cross -section, 
and which greatly facilitates the work of correction. 
To recapitulate, the steps in obtaining a neutron spectrum from the 
track m eas ur em errts are as follows: 
t 
1. Obtain the true dip angle ~ by correcting for plate shrinkage 
and units. 
I 
2. Divide the projected track length by cos 1l to get the true length. 
3. Look up the proton energies in a range-energy table. 
4. Calculate cos 2 A and E 
n 
5. Tabulate the number of neu:trons per energy interval versus en-
ergy. 
6. Correct the tabulation for geometry and n-p scattering cross-
section. 
Before one can obtain a neutron spectrum from the tabulation, it is 
necessary to assign errors to the number of tracks per energy interval. 
The assignment of errors is done to aid one in drawing a smooth curve 
which will be meaningful through the points obtained. The number of 
tracks per energy interval is subject to statistical fluctuations, and the 
error assigned is just the expected fluctuation, which is plus and minus 
the square root of the number of neutrons in the energy interval, and is 
multiplied by the same correction factors that multiply the number of neu-
trons per energy interval. In this way the corrected error is obtained. 
One then finds the mean energy of a neutron group by means of the well 
known arithmetical formula, 
~~ "'~ t~;. 
£&. N~ 
E is the mean neutron energy 
n 
N. is the corrected number of neutrons in the iith energy in~erval 
1 
E . is the average neutron energy in the i 'th interval 
nl 
One can then find the Q-value of the emergent neutron groups from 
the balance of energy and momentum, as given by the Q equation17 
m is the mass of the born ba.rding particle 
X 
M is the mass of the target 
X 
m is the mass of the emitted particle 
y 
M is the mass of the residual nucleus y 
E is the bombarding energy 
X 
E is the energy of the emitted particle y 
Having obtained the Q-values for the various neutron groups, the 
Q-value for the group of highest energy is the Q-value for formation of 
the ground-s tate of the residual nucleus, unless transitions to this state 
took place very fe.ebly and the neutrons were not detected. The next 
highest Q-value is for neutrons emitted to the first excited state of the 
3? 
residual nucleus, and so on. Thus if the highest Q is Q', the next highest 
Q " and the third highest Q 111 , the excitation energy of the first excited 
state of the residual nucleus is Q'-Q' 1 , a:hd of the second excited state 
is Q' -Q 1 ". There is always the possibility that the target contained con-
taminants, in which case one finds spurious levels by this method. One 
17. R. D. Evans, "The Atomic Nucleus" McGraw Hill Pub. Co. New York, 
p. 411 (19 55) 
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can get a rough check on the mass of the target nucleus to find out if it is 
a contaminant, by seeing if the emitted particles shift in energy correctly 
with angle, as the Q -equation predicts. 
When obtaining neutron spectra, it is a prudent precaution to find 
this spectrum at several angles to the incident beam, not only to detect 
impurities, but also for several other reasons. One has a better chance 
of not having put the plates where the flux was smallest, and also, one 
has separate measurements of the Q -values. The difference in the Q -
values as obtained at the various angles will serve as an internal check 
on the accuracy of Q determinations by this method, and will allow one 
to obtain a better value for the Q. Another reason is that the angular dis-
tribution of the neutron g.roups of different energy are in general different. 
Thus if two groups are not resolved from one another at one angle, they 
may be resolved at another angle if the relative intensity of one of the 
groups has decreased. 
Calculation Of Cross -Sections 
R 16 . f 1 f th fl f t . . d th 1 . osen gtves a ormu a or e ux o neurons 1nc1 ent on · .e pate: 
where 
N(E. ) is the number of protons of energy E (uncorrected) p 
F(E ) is the number of neutrons per cm 2 of energy E 
n 
n = num.ber of H atoms per unit volume of emulsion 
P( ~) = probability that a track of length does not leave the emulsion 
~-p = n-p scattering cross -section 
c. as f =average cosine of th e angle between the directions of the incident 
neutron and the recoil proton 
V = emulsion volume analyzed 
® = solid angle of acceptance of proton recoils 
2 The flux of neutrons per ern must be converted to the flux per stera-
dian, by the relation 
4 11' steradian = 4 lT R 2 ern 2 
ne.u:t'(' a~ s 
~tQ.Ya d \a.~ 
or 
Then the differential cross-section per steradian is found by the usual 
formula: 
cr- ( "'19.) :: 
where ~ is the angle with respect to the incident beam 
N is the number of atoms per crn 2 of target 
0 
I is the number of bombarding particles 
Accuracy O f The Method Of Proton Recoils 
The quantity to be calculated here is the width at half-maximum of 
the energy distribution curve for monoenergetic neutrons of various ener-
gies, as measured by the method of proton recoils. The· various factors 
affecting this group width are as follows: 
1. Range straggling of protons in the emulsion 
2. Energy straggling of the incident beam in the target 
3. Energy spread of the incident beam 
4. Finite target size 
5. Angular spread of neutrons incident on the ,emulsion 
6. Errors in length measurement 
7. Errors in angle me as urernerrt 
8. Multiple scattering of the protons in the emulsion 
9. Inhomogeneity of the emulsion 
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The range straggling of protons in C-2 emulsion has been measured 
by Rotblat17 and is a fairly large effect, contributing at least 90 kev to 
the group width at half-maximum. The group width at half-maximum is 
the square root of the sum of th-e squar-es of the contributions to the width. 
In this sum, most of the contribution comes from the larger terms. Since 
the contribution from range straggling is at least 90 kev, it is safe tone-
glect effects which contribute up to 15 kev to the group width since they 
will lead to an increase in the g.roup width of less than 1 o/o. 
Energy straggling of the incident beam in the target depends on the 
target thickness and material, and bombarding energy. For the type of 
experiment under consideration, one usually uses a target in which the 
energy straggling is low enough to be ignored; l-ess than 20 kevin the re-
sent experiments. 
The energy spread of the incident beam depends on the type of acceler-
ator used for the bombardment. Usually the energy spread of a Van de 
Graaff beam can be kept down to about 10 or 15 kev. Cyclotron beam en-
ergy spreads also depend on the particular machine used, and the type 
of particle accelerated. The energy spread of a cyclotron beam is us-
ually more than 50 kev. For the present calculations it is assumed that 
a Van de Graaff accelerator is used, and consequently the beam energy 
spread is negligible. 
V.R. Johnson, in his thesis, 18 has considered atlength the effects 
of multiple scattering. Assuming the scattering to follow the Rutherford 
law, he found that the effect of multiple scattering did not introduce appre-
ciable error in length measurem.ent. Johnson found the percentage error 
17. J. Rotblat, Nature 165, 389 (1950) See also J. R. Bird and R. H. Spear 
Aust. J. Phys. 8, 5ET(1955) 
18. V.R. Johnson, Ph.D. Thesis, University of Wisconsin (1951) 
( unpublished) 
in length measurement to be 
s- stk ~ 
s 
where s is the rms scattering angle. At 3 Mev s is 0. 028 radians, 
yielding an extrem.ely small error, about 0. Olo/o. 
Since the Rutherford scattering depends inversely on the square of 
the .energy of a particle, the proton track will not be curved very much 
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at its beginning; .the curvature will be greatest near the end of its range 
when it has lost most of its energy. The average length of the initial 
straight portion depends on the initial energy of the recoil proton. John-
son has calculated that most of the recoils of energy above 3 Mev have a 
straight segment of more than 25 microns, which is adequate for measure-
ment of direction. Below 1 Mev the tracks may have an observable cur-
vature throughout their length. The importance of the initial straight 
segment is to allow~ and~ to be measured accurately. Thus one does 
not have much freedom in choosing a track length over which to measure 
dip, but must choos.e a length in the neighborhood of 25 microns. 
Next the contribution to group width due to errors made in length 
measurement will be considered. In the process of measuring length 
with an eyepiece scale, one sets the beginning of the track at a fiducial 
mark and reads the scale at the end of the track. Since lengths are es-
timated to 0.1 micron, one can estimate the error in setting on the fidu-
cial mark as 0. 2 micron and the error in reading the scale as 0. 1 micron, 
for a total of 0. 3 micron. Using dial gauges on a moving stage, one es-
timates to microns in reading the gauges; one sets on a fiducial mark at 
the beginning and end of a track. 
Taking the error in setting on the fiducial mark as 0. 2 micron and 
the error in reading, 1. 0 micron, the total error will be 1. 4 microns. 
Lengths greater than about 2 50 microns, for which the length error is 
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20 kev, are measured with the moving stage, so that measurem.ents of 
longer tracks will have even less error. The length measurement pro-
cess contributes at most 1 kev to the group width. The reason for such 
a small contribution is simply that the square root of the sum of the 
squares of 20 kev and 100 kev from straggling is 102 kev, so that ev.en 
with no other sources of group width, the length error is negligible. 
A case of possible large error contributed by length measurement is 
that in which the background of developed grains is so high that one cannot 
tell whether a grain at the beginning of the track belongs to the track or 
the background. Tracks in C -2 emulsion are not continuous, but con-
sist of discrete grains, so the background problem is very real. It is 
in general impossible to calculate the error due to this effect, since it 
depends largely on the observer, and on the background in any case. 
However, it is well to keep background in mind when attempting to account 
for larger group widths than are expected, for low energies. 
Since the target has a finite width, and the plate a finite height and 
thickness, neutrons may enter the emulsion at finite angles, and not zero 
degrees as assumed in the calcqlation. Figure shows the various quan-
tities involved. The effect of the diverg.ence of the beam of entering neu-
trans is to produce an uncertainty in the angle between the incoming neu-
tron and the recoil proton. If J' is the average uncertainty in angle, and 
~ is the average angle between neutron and proton directions, 
r - E"n 
c p-
<:.os ... e 
E" ~\n"i dl" 
- - r"" A.S :d' :::<J.oSt. l:: p - .c \"\ 
d t:: h _ ~ -s \.h e r 
-
The effect of the finite target size is limited to the area wh ich is hit 
by the incoming beam. For the pres-ent experiments, the beam size was 
about 2 mm. The effect of this emitting area is to add an additional un-
certainty to the angle between the neutron and proton directions. One 
can estimate the increase in r by adding one fourth of the beam spot 
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height to the numerator of tangentd. I" AEJt This increases C» to 0. 057 and 
to 1. 2o/o. 
The angle f can be measured to one deg.ree with ease. Thus its mea-
surement is in error by 0 . 5° at most. The average error in +will then 
be 0.25°. Using the formula from the last paragraph, 
fav. = 
0.0'1% 
which is negligible, compared to the angular resolution contribution. 
In measuring dip, one measures a difference in depth along a track 
segment. One can estimate the depth to half a micron. Thus the uncer-
tainty in the tangent of the apparent dip angle is the quantity of interest. 
The average dip angle is 4. 5°. If the segment along which dip is measured 
is 20 mic_rons long, the uncertainty in the tangent of the apparent dip angle 
is 0. 25/ZO or 0. 012. Since on the average a plate shrinks to 40o/o of its 
th ickness after development, 
Ia" ~' ~ ':l. • s- 't a II\ 19-
_..., e:,. T -a \I\ 19-
...... "1..5 
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An error in -f.'affects the neutron energy in two ways; in converting pro-
jected length to true length, and in converting proton energy to neutron 
energy. We shall first consider the er~or in converting projected length 
to true length, making use of an approximation to the range-energy curve. 
E ~ Eo 1 1.r; 
tl£" = ,.r;Eo.io.S'd.R.. 
JL' ;::. 
We can use the equation formerly derived to find the error in converting 
proton energy to neutron energy. 
Combining the errors due to error in 'Vl 
. - 0 
S\11\ tJ:..!; = o.o!t~ 
= o.?2.% 
It is easy to see that tracks which the observer finds not to dip may in 
fact have a dip up to the unc.ertainty in angle calculated above, since one 
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cannot detect less than 0. 5 micron in depth for a 20 micron length. Thus 
the zero dip tracks have precisely the same uncertainty in dip angle as 
the others. 
The 1ast source of contribution to the group width to be considered 
is the inhomogeneity of the emulsion. No experiments have been done 
' 
expressly to find the magnitude of inhomog.eneity in emulsions, so that 
it is not possible to estimate its contribution to group width. 
Table~ displays the contributions to group width calculated here, 
and the total group width. Figure 3 shows the group width plotted against 
energy, and the experimental widths found in one of these experiments 
and from an experiment ofF. Ajzenberg. 19 
As one can see, the calculated group widths check well with those 
experimentally found by Ajz..enberg. The group widths obtained in the 
present experiment are somewhat greater than those calculated. The 
experimental points were taken from the smallest group widths observed 
and are considerably less than the average g.roup width, which is about 
200 kev up to about 4 Mev. 
It is quite likely that the discrepancy between the observed and cal-
·culated group widths is in part due to distortion of the emulsion during 
processing, and to the heavy background of developed grains. An in-
crease in the angular errors due to this cause could easily affect the 
group width. Another reason is that few of the levels are cl.eanly re-
solved, so that the admixture of tracks from neighboring groups will 
increase the observed group width. 
The experiment at 2. 16. Mev bombarding energy yielded several well 
resolved neutron groups up to 5 Mev neutron energy; for groups of higher 
19. ·F. Ajzenberg, Phys. Rev. 82,43 (1951) 
Figure 3 . The solid line i ndicates the calcula ted neutron group 
wi dth at half- maximu.rn. The solid dots i ndicate the aver age group 
widths obtained i n the 2.16 Mev deuteron energy exper i ment, and 
the x ' s show the smallest l i dths obtai ned in this experiment . he 
open circles shO\'i the group wi dths obtained by Aj zenberg (reference 
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Table 2 . Calculated group "idths at h lf- maxil urn. Note that r nge 
straggling c ontributes the l argest portion of the group l'i idth , and 
t hat length rneasuremen t errors c n tribute least. 
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TABLE 2 
CALCULATED GROUP WIDTHS AT HALF MAXIMUM 
Neutron AE Due to · AE Due to 6E Due to AE' Due to .OE Tota1 
Energy Range Errors in A~ J1 kev Straggling Length 
Measurement 
1 Mev 169 kev . lL5 kev 7 kev 12 kev 170 
2 1.30 10 14 24 132 
.3 92 7 22 .36 101 
4 88 29 48 104 
5 110 .36 60 llO 
6 132 20 ~ 72 158 
7 154 ao 51 84 184 
8 176 17 56 96 209 
9 198 16 65 108 2.35 
10 220 14 72 120 261 
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energy the statistics were so poor that reliable group widths could not 
be obtained. 0 One point was chosen from the 90 spectrum, but should 
not be taken too seriously. CurveD shows the group widths for the ex-
periment at 6. 00 Mev bomba.rding energy. The group widths are 30 or 
40 kev greater than at the lower bombarding energy. The reason for the 
difference is not known, but may be a combination of the effects discussed 
above. 
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CHAPTER III. ANALYSIS OF ANGULAR DISTRIBUTIONS 
Qualitative Discussion Of Theories Of Angular Distributions 
Compound Nucleus Theory 
was 
The physical picture underlying the theory of the compound nucleus 
proposed by Niels Bohr 1 and received elaboration by Wigner, Teich-
mann and Eisenbud. 2 Bohr assumed that nuclea.r re.actions take place 
in two steps. In the first step, the incoming particle amalgamates with 
the targ.et nucleus to form an intermediate state, the ~ompound nucleus. 
The second step is the decay of the compound nucleus. The compound 
nucleus is assumed to exist in quantized energy states for a time long 
enough for the energy of the incoming particle to be shared with all the 
other nucleons in the compound nucleus. In the course of time, through 
energy fluctuations, enough energy will be -concentrated on one particle 
that it will be able to penetrate the nuclear barrier, and it will b.e emitted. 
The emis.sion process is similar to the evaporation of a drop of liquid, and 
the ·energy distr.ibution of emitted par-ticles is expected to be Maxwellian. 
A striking feature of compound nucleus reactions is a resonance in yield, 
when the bombarding energy is just enough to form the intermediate state 
in one of its natural levels. An important property postulated by this 
theory is that the nu.cleus decays in a manner independent of the mode 
of formation, so that the reaction cross -section can be expressed as the 
cross -.section for formation of the compound nucleus times the cross-
1. N. Bohr, Nature~· 344 (1936) 
· 2. E.P. WignerandL. Eisenbud, Phys. Rev. 72,29 (1947), T. Teichmann 
and E. P. Wigner, Phys. Rev. 87, 123 (195Z),"" E. P. Wigner, Am. J. 
Phys. 23, 371 (1955) (the last isa revie~ article) 
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section for decay by a particular mode. 
Angular Distributions Predicted by This Theory 
It is possible in a restricted number of cases to predict the angular 
distribution of products emitted from the compound nucleus. In order 
to do so, one must know the orbital angular momentum of the incident 
particle and the spin of the compound state formed, the spin of the final 
nucleus state and the angular momentum of the emitted particle. Con-
servation rules limit the possibilities for these quantum numbers, as does 
the nuclear barrier. In spite of these aids, one only has some general 
theorems as a guide in predicting compound nucleus angular distribu- · 
tions, in most cases. 
The general theorems are the following. 3 The angular distribution 
may be expressed as a sum of Legendre polynomials for unpolarized in-
coming particles. Only the terms involving even-order polynomials are 
non-zero, by parity conservation, if the intermediate state has a single 
value of parity and angular momentum. The highest order polynomial 
which enters is restricted to twice the orbital angular momentum of the 
incident particle, or of the compound nucleus state spin, or the orbital 
angular momentum of th e emitted particle, whichever is . the smallest 
among these. 
By means of the foregoing theorems one can obtain information 
about the spins involved. Usually the compound nucleus state is in a region 
of large level density. · It is therefore quite possible that the energy 
spread of the incoming beam is such that the compound nucleus is formed 
in several states. If such is the case, the theorem about even-order poly-
nomials no longer holds. One must in general include also the odd-order 
3. R. G. Sachs, "Nuclear Theory", Addison Wesley Publishing Co. Cam-
bridge, Mass. (1953) 
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polynomials to take account in advance of the possibility that more than 
one parity occurs in the compound nucleus state. Because the centrifugal 
ba;rrier is effective in restricting the angular momenta of incm:ning and 
outgoing particles, it also restricts the angular distributions possible, 
and thus the assymetry of the distributions. 
If the compound nucleus .state is at a sufficiently high excitation over-
lapping of levels occurs. Although it cannot be p1"ecis ely calculated, this 
situation is expected to give rise to isotropic distributions, due to the 
interference of a large number of contributing distributions. The most 
general conclusion obtained from study of a special model is that com-
pound nucleus distributions must be symm.etric about 90°, 4 ' 5 if the in-
termediate state is one of many overlapping levels. 
Experimental Evidence of the Validity of the Compound Nucleus Picture 
The most convincing evidence of the correctness of the compound 
nucleus picture is the pres.ence of resonances in the yield of a reaction 
as the bombarding energy is varied. Because the resonances can be ob-
tained with a variety of bombarding parti.cles, at the same compound nu-
cleus energy, t h is is sufficient proof of the· existence of compound nucleus 
states. Other properties of the compound nucleus such as independence 
of the mode of disinteg ration on the mode of formation, and the symmetric 
angular distributions have not been found to hold extensively. Peaslee 
dis .cusses the experimental evidence fo1" these properties. 6 
4. L. Wolfenstein, Phys. Rev. 82, 690 (1951) 
5. W. Hauser and H. Feshbach, Phys. Rev. 87, 366 (1952) 
6. D. C. Peaslee, "Annual Review of Nuclear Science" Vol. 5 (1955) 
Annual Reviews Inc. Stanford, California 
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The Stripping Theory 
The theory of deuteron stripping reactions is reviewed by Huby 7 and 
Tobocman, 8 with the latter review of greater utility. The physical pic-
ture corresponding to Butler's theory is succinctly stated by Sachs. 3 A 
deuteron incident on a target nucleus is assumed to dissociate into a neu-
tron and a proton at the nuclear surface. Subsequently one of the parti-
cles is captured, if it has the linear and angular momentum proper to 
form a state of the final nucleus, and the other nucleon from the deuteron 
flies off, uninfluenced . by the nuclear attraction. The lack of influence 
of the target upon the stripped particle may be due to the large radius 
of the deuteron, so that one particle may be inside the nuclear surface 
while the o.ther is outside of the range of the nuclear force. Another rea-
son may be the diffuseness of. the nuclear surface. If the reaction occurs 
only in the tail of the nuclear density distribution, it is possible for only 
one particle in the deuteron to be captured while the other is effectively 
outside of the nucleus. A combination of these effects is the most likely 
explanation. 
A classical argument is sufficient to establish the general properties 
of the angular distribution of emitted particles. One knows the deuteron 
momentum from the experimental situation, and also the momentum of 
the particle emitted in stripping. Assume a ( d, n) reaction, in which a 
proton is captured into a Bohr orbit of angular momentum H'i. If P is p 
the linear momentum of the proton, then the angular momentum in a circu-
lar momentum in a circular orbit is given by 
7. R. Huby, ''Progress in Nuclear Physics" Vol. 3 (1953)Academic 
Press, New York 
8. W. Tobocman, Naval Research Laboratory, Washington, D.C. 
(unpublished) 
P R = H1 p 
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where R is· the radius of the orbit. Since one knows the linear momentum 
of the deuteron and neutron, one can use the conservation of momentum 
to find the angle at which the neutron must be emitted, for any value ofR. 
Experimental Evidence For The Validity Of Stripping Theory 
Because of the importance of stripping reactions in nuclear spectra-
scopy, many (d,p} and (d,n} reactions have been studied, and angular dis-
tributions obtained. In the majority of cases, by adjusting the value of 
the nuclear radius, one can fit the position and shap.e of the principal maxi-
mum extremely well using the Butler theory. The absolute value of the 
stripping cross -section is smaller than predicted, and the angular dis-
tribution beyond the first maximum, although qualitatively similar to the 
secondary maxima predicted, does not substantiate the predictions in de-
tail. The unphysicaily large radii necessary to fit the experimental curves 
indicate that deficiencies in the theory may be compensated for by changes 
in radius. 
The reason for obtaining angular distributions at backwardangles 
is that Madansky and Owen 9 discovered that particles may also be strip-
ped from the target nucleus. Subsequently S.elove 10 interpreted the angu-
9. L. Madansky and G. E. Owen, Phys. Rev. 99, 1608 (1955} 
10. W. Selove, Ph.ys. Rev. 103, 136 (1956) 
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lax distributions found in the reaction H 3 (p,n)He 3 as a combination of 
pickup and knock-on processes, which are formally equivalent to for-
ward and backward stripping. The relation between forward and back-
ward stripping is seen most easily in the cente:t:-of-mass reference 
frame. In the center-of-mass frame both ta!'get and bombarding particle 
are in motion, and it seems reasonable that .a particle may as well be 
stripped from the tal'get as from the incoming particle. 
Quantitative Predictions of Stripping Angular Distribution Theo:ries 
Born Approximation Theory 
Shortly after the Butler theory appeared, Bhatia:, Huang, Huby and 
Newns 11 published a stripping theory based on the Born approximation 
formula for inelastic processes. This theory has the virtues of rela-
tive .ease of calculation and a straightforward formulation of the problem. 
There is no theoretical justification for the use of the Born app.roxima-
tion in this situation, but the experimental comparisons with predicted 
results uphold its use. Any physical effe'ct desired may be included in 
the calculation by adding a term to the potential o:r modifying the wave-
functions used. In the work of Bhatia et al only the nucleon-nucleus force 
was taken into account, and. the coulomb effect was neglected. The strip-
ping cross -section comes out as 
where 1f(l<b)is the square of the Fourier transform of the deuteron wave 
11. Bhatia, Huang, Huby and Newns, Phil. Mag. 43, 485 (1952.) 
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function, corresponding to the pr·obability that the outgoing nucleon, at 
the moment of stripping, has a momentum contribution from the internal 
motion of the deuteron of Kb' P 1 is a matrix element squared of the po-
c 
tential, corresponding to the probability that one of the nucleons is cap-
tured. L 1 is the probability that the other nucleon is at the nuclear sur-
e 
face with the proper linear momentum to be captured. In practice it has 
never been found necessary to use more than one value of 1 • In the 
c 
cases in which it was thought necessary, two closely lying levels were 
later resolved. 
The Butler Theory 
12 The theory of Butler leads to a cross -section which can be put into 
the same form, namely 
where 1f is as defined formerly. The probability for capture of one nu-
clean at the sm:·face, P 1 is now obtained from the reciprocity theorem 
c 
for nuclear reactions, and so is proportional to the reduced width for 
emission of the nucleon from the state into which it is captured in the 
final nucleus 
PJI. c. = 
where the subscript d refers to the deuteron, b to the emitted particle, 
c to the captured particle, A to the target nucleus, and B to the residual 
nucleus. 
12. S. T. Butler, Proc. Roy. Soc. A208, 559 (1951) 
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The intensity of the wave of particle c at the nuclear surface with 
orbital angular momentum -f.tl c is the L 1 factor, and is obtained in this 
c 
theory by fitting wave functions smoothly at the nuclear surface. 
L1. (It) =-
c. 
o :f;_p, ll) t.;,cv) I" 
~R ( 
where is a spherical Hankel function, k is the wave number of the 
c 
captured nucleon in the final state, being real only for virtual levels, and 
k is the momentum of the captured nucleon just before capture. 
The Butle.r th-eory also omits coulomb effects and the distortion of 
the incoming and scatter~d deuteron wav.e, and the distortion of the out-
going neutron or proton wave. 
Improvements in the Stripping Theory 
Horowitz and Messiah13 have calculated the effect of the interaction 
of the emitted particles with the residual nucleus, and found a reduction 
of the Butler cross -section by a fac .tor of two to six, with very little change 
in the angular distribution. They state that this effe·ct may be simulated 
by just increasing the radius in the Butler theory. 
One ve.ry reliable calculation of coulomb effects was done by Butler 
. 14 . 
and Austern for a special case, by numerical means, and it was found 
that the angular distribution was peaked at a somewhat higher angle, 
though not changed in shape • . This effect presumably could also be du-
plica ted by a change in the radius. 
Compound nucleus formation is probably the most important contri-
13. J. HorowitzandA.M.L. Messiah, J. Phys. Radium 14, 695(1953} 
14. S. T. Butler and N. Austern, Phys. Rev. 93, 355 (1954} 
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bution omitted for low bombarding energies. 8 Tobocman, in his review 
article, describes a theoretical treatment of this case due to Thomas. 
The theory cannot in general be evaluated to give the contribution of the 
compound nucleus process. In the special case that the resonant cros.s-
section is less than twice the stripping cross -secti on and the amplitudes 
for all other resonant processes yielding the same outgoing particle are 
small, the total amplitude is then, according to Thomas, simply the sum 
of the stripping and compound nucleus amplitudes. Dabrowski 15 has in-
eluded the effect of compound nucleus formation phenomenologically, and 
obtained Thomas' result. 
Tobocman and. Kalas 16 have developed a theory which includes the 
effe-cts of the coulomb interaction and the interaction of the stripped nu-
cleon with the final nucleus. The formulas can only b.e evaluated by nu-
merical methods. Comparison has be·er.i made with one experiment, done 
with a bombarding energy below the coulomb barrier. While the compari-
son with experiment is much improved using Tobocman'.s theory, the fit 
is still quite poor. The fault may lie with the experiment chos .en for com-
paris on. 
17 Daitch and French showed that the Butler theory can be reproduce.d 
with a Born approximation calculation, using Butler's assumptions; that 
is neglecting coulomb .effects, distortion of the deuteron and outgoing 
waves, and assuming stripping to take place at a radius R. The reason 
that the Bhatia procedure did not lead to Butler's formula is that the ra-
15. J. Dabrowski, Acta Physica Polonica, ~· 249 (1956) 
16. W. Tobocman andM.H. Kalos, Phys. Rev. 97, 132 (1955) 
17. P.B. Daitch and J.B. French, Phys. Rev. 87, 900 (1952) 
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dial integral was not exactly evaluated, as Daitch. and French succeeded 
in doing. Thus the Born approximation may be used quite generally for 
* stripping calculations. 
Interference 
W. Selove has pointed out 18 that the condition for interference of 
the stripping and compoUiid nucleus processes can be derived from the 
uncertainty principle. This condition is just that the bombarding beam 
- be well enough defined in energy that resonances can be observed. That 
is, the energy spread of the beam must be smaller than the width of the 
resonance. For interference to be possible, the uncertainty in the time 
that a wave front enters the target must be greater than the lifetime of 
the compound nucleus state excited. In this case, the outgoing wave 
from the compound nucleus will interfere with the wave of particles pro-
duced by the same wave front which formed the compoUiid nucleus. 
~is the lifetime of the compound nucleus state 
c..N. 
At'L is the time uncertainty of the beam 
··~ .... 
rL.N, is the· width of the resonance 
:1;. 
r e.N. 
The observation of .resonances in compound nucleus reactions when born-
18. W. Selove, (private communication) 
):< Butler, in an undated, unpublished manuscript entit).ed "Direct Nu-
clear Reactions," us.es the Born approximation .to treat the (p, d) 
case, as well as other reactions. 
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barding with deuterons is thus a direct proof that interference exists 
between the waves of particles emitted by the compound nucleus and 
stripping reactions. 
Experimentally resonances are observed in many deuteron-induced 
reactions. The resonances may be extremely wide, 0. 5 Mev in the ex-
periment of Stratton et al, 19 or fairly narrow, 35 kevin the experiment 
of Marion et a120 (in this paper, two other neutron yield curves are 
shown in which no resonances appear). 
McEllistrem et a121 have obtained angular distributions of protons 
on and off resonance, for a deuteron .reaction. The influence of the re-
sonances, in these cases, is to considerably increase the forward peak 
for one resonance, and to increas·e the forward peak and introduce an 
additional backward maximum for the other resonance. The resonances 
found correspond to those observed in the inelastic scattering of deuterons 
from the same target, C 12 , and are fairly sharp. The off-resonance an-
gular distribution for the resonance which gave rise to the backward maxi-
mum shows the typical stripping pattern, except that there is still a 
slight backward maximum. An analysis of this experiment, which is 
underway, will presumably yield an estimate of the effect of interference. 
Range of Validity of Various Stripping Theories 
The assumptions of the Butler theory are as follows: 
I. Coulomb effects are negligible. 
2. The nucleon-nucleus force has zero range. 
19. Stratton, Blair, Famularo and·Stuart, Phys. Rev. 98, 629 (1955) 
20. Marion, Bonner and Cook, Phys. Rev. 100, 847 (1955) 
21. McEllistrem, Jones, Chiba, Douglas, Herring and Silverstein, 
Phys. Rev. 104, 1008 (1956) 
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3. The D-state of the deuteron can be neglected. 
4. Stripping takes place at a definite distance R. 
5. Distortion of the deuteron wave is negligible. 
6. Distortion of the outgoing particle wave is negligible. 
7. The incident d-euterons can be treated as though the mass and cha.rge 
were concentrated at the center of mass of the deuteron. 
8. Compound nucleus formation is negligible. 
In the treatment o( coulomb effects by Tobocman, various other 
approximations are made, so his result cannot be viewed as an improve-
ment of Butler's result, and must be tested on its own merits. Thomas' 
treatment of compound nucleus formation cannot be evaluated with suf-
ficient precision to be of use. Butler 1s- formula has shown its utility for 
bombarding energies above the coulomb barrier, for final states which 
are bound; it is the only theory whose range of validity is known, and it 
will be used for the analysis of the present experiments. 
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CHAPTER IV. THE A 12 7 ( d, n) Si 28 REACTION 
Experimental Procedure 
Previous Work on Si28 
The energy levels of Si28 fall into three groups, which may be 
studied best by different techniques. The groun~ state and first ex-
cited state comprise the first group, and the position of the first ex-
. . 12345678 
cited state has been extens1vely stud1ed. ' ' ' ' ' ' ' In addition, 
the spin and parity of the ground state and first excited state are known. 
The region of excitation above 11. 8 Mev has been investigated by means 
f t · · 1 · S · 2 8 d 1 T h lt f th. o reac 1ons 1nvo v1ng .1 as a compoun nuc eus. e resu s o 1s 
work are listed in the compilation of Endt and Kluyver. 9 The intermedi-
ate region, between l. 8 and 11. 8 Mev has been investigated by Ruther-
1 0 11 . 12 13 . 14. 15 16 glen, Casson, Hatton, P~ck, Calvert, Bent, and Glass. 
l. D.M. Dennison, Phys. Rev. 96, 378 (1954) 
2. H.T. MotzandD.E. Alburger, Phys. Rev. 86, 165(1952) 
3. Willard, Bair, Cohn and Kingston, Bull. Am. Phys. Soc. Ser • .II, I, 264 
( 19 56) 
4. Day, Johnsrud and Lind, Bull. Am. Phys. Soc. Ser. II,_!, 56 (1956) 
5. Cohn, Bair, Kingston and Willard, Phys. Rev. 99, 644A (1955) 
6. Rothman, Hans and Mandevill~, Phys. Rev. 100, 83 (1955) 
7. I.S. Hughes and D. Sinclair, Proc. Phys. Soc. A 69, 125 (1956) 
8. Rutherg1en, Grant, Flack, and Deuchars, Proc. Phys. Soc. A67, I 01 
(19 54) 
9. P.M. Endt and J. C. Kluyver, Revs. Modern Phys. 26, 95 (1954) 
10. Rutherg1en, Grant, FiackandD.euchars, Proc. Phys. Soc. A67, 101 
(19 54) 
11. H. Casson, Phys. Rev.~· 809 (1953) 
12. Hattori, Hisatake, Mikumo and Momota, J. Phys. Soc. Japan 10, 242 
(1955) 
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These experiments will be conside.red in detail so that one may evaluate 
their contributions to the understanding of the level structure of the inter-
d . . f s.28 me 1ate reg1on o 1 • 
The experiment of R.A. Peck13 consisted in measuring the energies 
of neutrons from the reaction Al 27(d,n) Si28 by means of nuclea.r emul-
sions, and from these deriving the energy levels of Si28• In view of the 
fact that most of the subsequent gamma ray data was interpreted in terms 
of the level structure derived by Peck, it is most unfortunate that the levels 
which he found were about 200 kev from their true positions. The large 
neutron group widths, about 500 kev at 3 Mev, contributed to the error. 
The major cause of the large group width seems to be that the observed 
track lengths were rounded off to the nearest eyepiece scale division, 
which is about 1. 75 microns. The cause of the calibration error, which 
led to error in the energy scale, is that the stopping powers for the ernul-
sions used were assumed to be constant, whereas in fact the stopping po-
wers are energy dependent. · That is, Peck assumed that proton ranges 
were proportional to proton energies, which is not true except for small 
energy regions. 
Calbert 14 studied the Al 27(d,n) Si28 reaction, measuring neutron 
energies with a neutron spectrometer. Angular distributions were ob-
tained for several ''g.roups" of neutrons. The spectrometer was of a 
13. R.A. Peck , Phys. Rev. 76, 1279 (1949) 
14. Calvert, Jaffe, Litherland and Maslin, Proc. Phys. Soc. A 68, 1008 
(1955) 
15. Bent, Bonner, McCrary and Ranken, Phys. Rev. 100, 774 (1955) 
16. N. W. Glass and J.R. Richardson, Phys. Rev. 98, 1251 (1955) 
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standa rd type, using a rad ia tor and ioniza tion chamber. No spectra were 
exhibited, but the statement was made that the neutron spectrum was con-
sistent with the level sch eme derived by Peck , except that only one level 
was found near 4. 7 Mev. In view of the fact that the Si 28 levels a re fairly 
close together in this region, one can only suppose that Calvert failed to 
resolve some of the levels, and obtained unresolved a ngular distributions 
of neutrons emitted to severa l levels. This also eA-r-plains the fact that 
except for the ground state, all d istributions were found to b e.(:: 0. 
Class and Richardson
16 
observed the positrons and gamma rays from 
the 28 . 28 decay of P to S1 i apart from a 1. 79 Mev gamma and a 4. 44 Mev 
gamma, which are assigned errors of 20 a nd 50 kev respectively, six 
other gamma ray s are reported with errors of more than 100 k ev. The 
4. 44 Mev gamma gives a good d etermination of the energy of the second 
excited state, since Casson has reported that this level also decays b y 
cascade through the first excited state, and Glass observed a gamma of 
energy 2. 6"!: 0. 2 Mev. 
Casson11 used a single -cry stal spectrometer to investigate th ese 
gamma rays, and found nine gammas, all of whiGh may be accounted for 
within the level scheme derived from the present experiment. His errors 
are too large to use the gamma energies to improve the knowledge of the 
level positions, e x cep t that the second and thir d excited states are re-
solved. Their energies seem to be sligh tly high , but one may mak e use 
of their energy separation to derive th e position of the third e x cited state 
16 10 from the p ositi on of the second as found b y Glass. Ruther glen also 
obtained spectra using a scintillation spectrometer, quoting gamma en-
ergi es to 100 k ev. His data might be useful for d e ducing spins and pari-
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ties, but will not improve knowledge of any of the level positions. The 
. fH t · 12 · exper1ment o at or1 was to determ1ne the energies of gammas from 
. 27 .28 . . 
the reactwn Al (p, "I" )S1 by means of emuls1ons soaked 1n heavy water. 
The protons from photodisintegration produced tracks in the emulsion, 
whose ranges were then measured. Since this method is the least ac-
curate of those employed, because of poor statistics and errors inher-
ent in the emulsion method, it will not be considered further here. 
15 
Bent et al used a pair spectrometer to measure gamma ray ener-
gies from 6. 9 to 10.7 Mev, from the reaction Al 27(d,l'\ )Si28*, wither-
rors which are mostly 40 kev. This precise set of measurements can be 
used to obtain more accurate values for excitation energies, for the gamma 
rays which were well resolved. The 6. 9, 7. 41 and 7. 58 Mev gammas 
reported were extracted from unresolved peaks, and their energies can-
not be relied upon. 
In view of the inadequacies of Peak's early experiment, and the fact 
that the gamma ray measurements did not clarify the level scheme of 
Si28 , the present experiments were undertaken. The Al 27(d,n)Si28 re-
action was studied at two born barding energies, 2. 16 and 6. 00 Mev, and 
the neutron energies and angular distributions were measured by means 
of the nuclear emulsion technique. 
Target Preparation and Bombardment 
The targets used were commercial aluminum foil. The target thick-
ness was determined by weighing a piece of foil of known dimensions on 
an analytical balance. The target thickness for the 2. 16 Mev bombard-. 
2 2 
ment was 0. 1 mg/cm and for the 6 Mev bombardment 0. 23 mg/cm • The 
backing material was 10 mil tantalum. The targets were fixed onto the 
6? 
backing with a drop o f water, and smoothed down with a brush. The 
water subsequently evaporated, leaving the foil adhered to the backing. 
The 2. 16 Mev bombardment was performed at the Rockefeller Van 
de Graaff generator at M. I. T. The target backing was round and fit onto 
the end of the beam pipe, being held in place by the machine vacuum. 
There was an 0-ring seal between the target backing and a covering 
plate with a hole in it, at the end of the beam pipe. The plate holder, 
as previously described, was all0° segment of a lucite ring, 7" in rad-
ius, which was fitted with blades onto which the wrapped plates were taped. 
The plate holder was suppo rted b y a metal stand.. Two 400 micron Ilford 
C-2 plates were placed at each angle to the beam used: 0, 10, 20, 30, 45, 
60, 75, 90, and 120 degrees. The plate holder was lined up visually, at 
zero and ninety degrees, and place'd so that the center of the plates was 
at the height of the incoming beam. A level was used t o assure that the 
plate holder plane was horizontal. (The blades holding the plates then 
being vertical.) The bombarding energy was 2. 167"!: . 015 Mev and the 
exposure given was 10,000 microcoulombs, as measured with a beam cur-
rent integrater which is thought to be accurate to 1 O% at the current used, 
although there was no provision f o r electr on supression. 
The 6. 00 Mev bombardment was done at the 0 . N. R. Van de Graaff 
generator atM. I. T. The target holder, shown in Figure I , is essen-
tially a test tube with an opening in the side sealed to a brass flange, 
which fits the exit port of the generator. A brass rod runs up the mid-
dle onto which are fastened target holders. The brass rod fits into a 
brass stopper for the test tube which has two 0 -ring fittings on the inside 
and on the outside. The plate holder, shown in Figure 1 , fastens directly 
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onto the exit beam pipe of the generato r, and is likewise lined up visually. 
Two Ilfo rd C -2 plates, 40 0 microns thick, were p laced at 0, 15, 30, 45, 
60, 7 5, 90, 10 5, 120 and 135 degrees to the beam. The deuteron energy 
was 6. 004! 0 . 00 5 Mev and the e xposure was 150 0 microcoulombs. A 
potential of 30 0 volts was used for electron supression. 
Development and Scanning 
Plate development, in both cases, was done b y the method d escribed 
in Chapter II. The p lates from the low-energy bombardment were de-
veloped in an a i r -conditioned darkroom, and no difficulty was encountered. 
The p lates from the 6 Mev bombardment were developed in a darkroom 
whose temperature was between 75° and 80° Farenheit, and s·ome diffi-
culty was enc ountered in the processing. Because the plates were de-
veloped in two batches, p .reca:utions were tak en with the second batch to 
k eep the fixing solution cold , as well a .s the stop bath. The damage to the 
first set o f plates w as loss of some emulsion layers from the surface. 
One first .sees d ifficulty in d eveloping in the excessive swelling and for-
mation of bubbles in the steps subsequent to the stop bath. 
Scanning_, in both cases, was done substantially as indicated in a 
previo us section. In the 6 Mev bombardm ent exp eriment, only track s 
corresp onding to energies ov er 4. 5 Mev were measured, to correspond 
with the portion of the neutron s p ectrum measured at the lower energy , 
and because higher states would certainly be unresolved at the neutron 
energies involved. 
Experimental Results And Their Analys i s: Energy Levels 
Q -Values 
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The neutron spectrum from the 2. 16 Mev bombardment was used to 
derive the energy levels of Si 28 . T h e results from the higher energy 
bombardment were n o t included for this purpose, because the resolu-
tion was poorer. The neutron energy spectra obtained at 2. 16 Mev are 
shown in Figures '1-fl , where the corrections for n-p scattering cross~ 
section and geometry have been included, as discussed ear'lier. Table 
a shows the Q -values of the neutron groups obtained at each angle scan-
ned, the weighting factors were assigne d tak ing into consideration the 
actual number of track s in a group at a given angle, and how well the 
gr o up was separated from neighboring groups. The latter factor is quite 
subjective but must be tak en into account. 
The statistics for the ground state neutron groups were poor at all 
angles, so that it was necessary to use the known excitation energy of the 
first excited state from which to compute the excitation energies of the 
higher e x cited states. Fortunately the energy o f the first e x cite d states 
is k nown to 10 k ev from the measurements .o f Motz and Alburger. 2 The 
e x citation energies thus derived are also s hown in Table 1, together with 
best previous values. Errors as signed to the Q -values and excitation en-
ergies are several stand ard deviations of the mean value, or standar d 
err o rs. The use of several standard deviations is justified here because . 
there are only eight or less determinations of the Q-values, corres p onding 
to the angles at which they were obtained. The best previous values shown 
are m o stly gamma-ray energies, which were not directly determined to 
the ground -state transitions in Si28 The states at 10. 00 and 10.26 Mev 
0 . 
were resolved from one another only at 120 s o that the error assigned 
to the l 0. 00 Mev level cannot be less than 100 k ev, the tabulation interval. 
Angle 
Ex from Best previous level 00 lf)O 200 300 45° 600 900 1200 Weighted Q' present work values 
1 7..50 7.80 7.58 7.53 7.59 1.59 7.58 0.10 1.78 0.10 1. 782: o.o1c (2) (1) (2) (2) (2) (1) .. 
2 5.08 4.73 4.79 4.79 4.73 5.05 4.82 0.2 4.54 0.2 4.47 O.lod (1) (1) (1) (3) (3) (1) 4~65 · O.lf~g 3 4.57 4.37 4.33 4.25 4.56 4.41 0.2 4.95 0.2 4.91 o •. 2J.I (2) (1) (3) (1) (1) 5.04 o.rof,g 4 3.09 3.14 3.17 3.08 3.17 3.09 3.U 3.12 0.06 6.24 0.06 -6.n o.~od (2) (c) (2) (2) (1) (2) (2) 
5 2:.49 2.42' 2.47 2'.48 2.46 2.51 2.52 2.48 o.06 6 • .88 0.06 6.9 O.lg,h ( 2) (3) (4) (4) (4) (4) (4) 
o.Q)g,h 6 2.00 1.,90 · 1.95 2 •. 02' 1.96 1. 97 o.06 7.39 o.06 7.38 (1) (1.) (3) (3) (4) 
o.o4g,h 1 1.44 1.54 1.45 1.1~ 1.49 1.47 0.06 7 .. 89 o.06 7.91 (1) (1) (3) (3) (3) 
o.o4g,h 8 0.98 l.ll 1.06 1.05 o .. 1o 8.31 0.10 8.28 (1) (1) (1) 
9 o.81. 0.78 0.77 0.78 0.82 0.79 0.78 0.82 0.79 o.o8 8.-57 o.os (4) (4) (3) (2) (2) (3) (2.) (3) 
o.o8g,h 10 -o.02 -0 •. 01 -o.Ol -o.o3 -o.o2 -o.o1 -o.03 o.o1 -0.01 o.o4 9.37 o.o4 9.45 (2) (2) (2) (1) (1) (1) (1) (1) 
o.oag,h 11 
-o •. 64 -o.64 0.10 10.00 0.10 9.87 
12 -o.87 -o.96 
- .90 -o.90 -o.89 -0.84 -o.89 o.06 10.25 o.o6 (2) (2) (3) (3) (2) (2) 
TABLE 3 ENERGY LEVELS m si 28 b 
-
a. All energies are :in Mev. b. The weighting factor at each angle is indicated in parenthe&es under the 
Q-value at the angle. c. See reference 2. d. See reference 13. f. See reference 11. g. The energies 
iisted are gamma-ray energies and are not directly determined to be groundstate transitions in si28. h. 
See reference 15. 
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. igures 4-11. The neutron spectra obtained at 2 . 16 Uey bombarding 
energy , from the reaction .A12?(d, n}si28• li is the corrected number 
of neutrons per 100-kev interval. En is the neutron energy. Ex is 
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Figures 12-1? . The neutron spectra frora. the reaction .A127 (d ,n )si28 
at 6 . 00 i.ev bombarding energy. :N i s the corr ected number of neutrons 
per 100- kev i nterva l . J:i!n is the neutr on energy. Ex i s the excitation 
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There are several high points in the neutron spectrum, inside of stat-
istics, which must be discussed. For instance, there is a high point which 
0 0 0 
appears consistently at a bout 2. 3 Mev neutron energy at 10 , 20 , 30 , 
0 0 0 45 , 60 , and 120 • . . . . 5 . 28 . b However, 1ts exc1tat1on energy 1n 1 var1es a out 
200 kev with angle, so that it i s likely to be due to neutrons frorr: some im-
purity. Another consistently high point occurs at an excitation energy 
of 6. 5-6.6 Mev, and is outside of statistics at 45° in the 6 Mev bombard-
ment. It is possible that this group actually corresponds to a level in 
Si28 to which stripping takes place feebly, but the evidence i s insuffi-
cient to be certain. 
Possible Contaminants 
17 
Enge, in his thesis work, has made a mass analysis of an aluminum 
target and backing, so that one has some indicati on of the impurities to 
be expected in aluminum. Nuclei found to be present in the target, form-
var backing, and vacuum system, expressed withAl as lOOo/o, are H 9 80o/o, 
D 30o/o, C 620o/o, N l. 9o/o, 0 l 03o/o, F 3. So/o, Si 7. 2o/o, P or S 0. 53o/o, Cl 0 . 9 7o/o, 
K or Ca 0. 43o/o, Fn 0. 09%, Br 0. 08o/o, Sn 0. 02% and Hg 0. 47o/o. These are 
the elements which must be considered to give rise to background neu-
trons. In the present work, one does not expect mercury to be present 
because oil diffusion pumps were used in the s y stem. The neutron en-
ergies to be expected from these elements, up to calcium, were calcu-
lated, in addition to that of Na. The heavier elements are not e x pected 
to c ontribute because of the coulomb barrier. Neutrons from carbon are 
almost certainly present, giving a strong peak at a neutron energy of l. 4 
to l. 8 Mev, depending on the angle. Neutrons emitted to the first excited 
17. H. Enge, the~is, University of Bergen, unpublished, { 1 9 54). 
'7 8 
state of s 32 from a P contaminant would come at approximately the posi-
tion of the second excited state in s/8 , and the possibility cannot be ex-
eluded. A sulfur contaminant could give rise to the high points observ-
ed at about .2. 5 Mev neutron energy. None of the other possible contam-
inants can contribute neutrons which would obscure the interpretation o f 
the neutron spectra obtained. This statement is slightly weakened b y the 
fa ct that masses are badly known for s orne of the nuclei in this region, 
so that there are possible errors in calculated neutron energies. For 
· each of the contaminants considered, neutron energies expected at two 
or three angles were calculated. Table If shows the energies of neutrons 
from possible contaminants. 
Level Diagram 
Figure 11' shows the energy levels of Si 28 , as derived from all avail-
a ble evidence. A comparison with TableS will indicate for which states 
the results of the present work were used; in some cases a combina tion 
of several results was thought to be most accurate. Figure I( shows the 
relation of the states of Si28 to those in its neighboring isobars, after 
coulomb correction and correction for the n-p mass difference. 18 Be-
cause there are five T = 1 states in the region covered, above the posi-
tion of the gr o und state of AI 28 , it is certain that some o f these states 
were not observed in Si 28 . Only three states were observed in this region 
. 8.28 
ln 1 ' although 5 T = l states and an unk nown num her o f T = 0 states 
should be present. 
18. D. H. Wilkinson, Phil. Mag. 11, 1031 (1 9 56). 
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TABIE4 
NEUTRON ENERGIES FROM POSSIBLE CONTAMINANTS 
Target Nucleus Final State Neutron Energy (Mev) 
oo 45° 90° 120° 
n2 5.39 3.00 2.26 
612 ground 1 • .84 1.71 1.44 
013 groun::l 7.43 6.71 6.20 
013 1st. ex. 5.14 4.55 
013 2nd •. ex. 3.51 3 • .03:-
NJJ.,. ground 7.22 6 •. 66 6.25 
NJ.4 lst. ex. 1..98 1.63; 
si28 ground 2.66 2.58 2.43 
p31 ground 7.23 6.86 
s32 ground 2.62: 2.114 
K39 1st. ex •. 5 •. 43 5.20 
ca40 ground 1.69 1.56 
80 
1gure 18. The mass 28 isobars , and energy levels of ~ i28 are shown . 
The level i ndicated at 4 . 5 'Iev has been found to be at 4 . 60 I.1ev . The 
odd parity assignment a:pplies to either of the s t a tes a t 4 . 60 and 
5 . 0 I.iev , but not necessarily to bot .... 
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Experimental Results p.nd their Analysis: Angular Distributions 
Method of Obtaining Angular Distribution from Experimental Data 
The angular distribution of a group of neutrons emitted in the decay 
to a single final state is the intensity of this group as a function of angle 
with respect to the bombarding beam direction. The intensity of a neu-
tron group is the number .af neutrons incident per unit area of the detector 
at a given angle. One corrects for the difference in areas scanned at 
different angles in the following manner; the area scanned at some angle 
is chosen as a standard. Call this area A. If the area scanned at x de-
grees is B, and there are G tracks in area B, the number of tracks at 
x degrees corrected for the difference is areas scanned is C ·~. 
This correction is sufficient to obtain the relative angular dis tribu-
tion of a neutron group, but to compare the angular distributions of neu-
tron groups of different energies one must make the n-p and geometry 
corrections described in Chapter II. 
Center-of-Mass Transformation 
The angular distributions obtained above are 1n the laboratory frame 
of reference. Theoretical calculations are more simply expressed in the 
center-of-mass reference system of the reacting particles. To make com-
paris on with theory, it is necessary to transform the angular distributions 
obtained to the center-of-mass system. The transformation is standard 
and found in many tests; see e. g. Schiff. 19 Also, tables are available to 
19. L. I. Schiff, Quantum Mechanics, second edition; McGraw-Hill Book 
Go. Inc., New York, 1955, p. 98. 
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. 20,21 h. h d . th t k facilitate th is calculat1on, w 1c were use 1n e presen wor • 
For moderately heavy targets and moderate bombarding energies, the 
angular distribution in the center-of-mass system is nearly the same as 
that in the laboratory system. 
Assignment of Errors 
The error assigned to a point in the angular distribution of a group 
is the statistical error. The statistical error is the square· root of the 
uncorrected number of tracks in the group multiplied by the correction 
factors for difference in areas scanned, the n-p and geometry correction 
factors, and the center -of-mass transformation factor. An important 
additional error involved is that in obtaining the number of tracks in a 
group, for a group which is poorly resolved. No absolute assignment 
of this error is possible, but it must be k ept in mind when comparing the 
experimental results with those predicted theoretically. 
Experimental Results 
Figures 11-26 show the angular distributions obtained at 2. 16 Mev 
bombarding energy. In the same figures are shown curves drawn from 
the Butler stripping theory, with a radius and amplitude chosen to fit 
the data as well as possible. -13 It was found that a radius of 5. 4 x 10 em 
fit all of the data, and that a change of 0. 2 x 1 o- 13 em in radius shifted 
an ~=Opeakbyl.5°. 
Figures ,_'7-31 show the angular distributions obtained at the bombard-
20. J. B. Marion and A.S. Ginzbarg, Tables for the Transformation of 
Angular Distribution Data from the Laboratory System to the Center-
of-Mass System, Shell Development Co., Houston, Texas (unpubhshed) 
21. M. Moscow, Masters Essay, Johns Hopk ins University 1948. 
Figures 19- 26 . Anaular distributions of neutron gr oups from 
1 .... 7 (d , n )si 28 at Ed 2.16 lGev . i'x i ., the excitation energy of 
the state reached in Si 2G. The errors shown are the statisti cal 
errors onl y . The points at 30° for t he 8 . 26 I,iev and 6. 88 ·:rev 
states are loTI because of poor resul utiGn of the neutron group s 
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Fi gures 27-31. Angul r di stributions of neutron f;roups from 
.. u27(d ,n)si28 at Ed: 6. 00 Mev. Ex is tl:J.e exc itat i on energy 
of the state reached in Si28• Errors shown e~e the statistical 
errors only. Points for which the group resolution is poor are 
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ing energy of 6. 00 Mev, and Butler theory curves drawn for compari-
son. An interaction radius of 5. l x l 0 -l 3 em was found to fit the 1_ = 0 
and Q. = l distributions better than 5. 4 x lo- 13 em, which was used for 
the 2. 16 -Mev deuteron energy angular distributions. The ground state 
angular distribution, which is Q. = 2, required a larger radius to fit the 
position of its peak, 6. 3 x lo- 13cm. 
Absolute Cross -Sections 
The ordinates on the angular distribution curves are in arbitrary 
units. A calculation was made of the absolute differential cross -sections 
for a point in the 2. 16 and 6. 00 Mev bombarding energy angular distribu-
tions in order to relate these arbitrary units to absolute cross -sections. 
The formulas from Chapter II were used in the calculations, and in ad-
clition, the attenuation correction. The attenuation correction takes ac-
count of the fact that neutrons are scattered out of the neutron flux incident 
on th e emulsion, by protons in the emulsion. The flux F appearing in 
the formula is taken to be that at t h e center of the swath scanned, and 
must be corrected to yield the flux incident at the edge of the plate nearest 
the target. The flux decreases according to 
where n is the incident flux, n is the flux after traversing a distance x 
0 
in the emulsion, and sigma is the n-p scattering eros s -section at the 
relevant energy. N is the number of hydrogen atoms per cubic centi-
meter in the emulsion. 
For the 9. 39-Mev level at 2. 16-Mev deuteron energy, the differen-
tial cross-section at 0° is 10. l ± 5 millibarns per steradian, so that 100 
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ordinate units corresponds to 2. 4 millibarns per steradian for the 2. 16 
Mev bombarding energy curves. 
0 The cross-section for production of the 9 . 39-Mev state at 0 and 
6. 00-Mev bombarding energy is 30. 6 ~ 8 millibarns per steradian, yield-
ing 3. 4 millibarns per steradian for 100 units on the ordinate scales of 
the curves at this bombarding energy. 
Analysis of Angular Distributions Using the Butler Theory 
The analysis of the angular distribution of particles emitted in deu-
teron stripping reactions by means of the Butler theory depends on the 
sensitivity of the angular distributions on the orbital angular momentum, 
.£ , of the particle which is captured by the target nucleus. Since the re-
action Q is fixed, the only other parameter necessary to calculate a re-
lative Butler distribution is th e interaction radius, and the angular dis-
tributions are not very sensitive to this quantity. In the present experi-
ments, the interaction radius was chosen to be equal to the radius of Al 27 
plus the deuteron radius, and was then varied to find th e radius which 
fit the data best. The amplitude of the Butler curves was also chosen 
to give the closest fit to the experimental data. The theoretical angular 
distributions for different fl.- values are peak ed at different angles. Com-
parison with the peak in the experimental angular distribution then yields 
the orbital angular momentum, 1 , of the captured particle. The strip-
ping reaction essentially just adds the captured particle to the target 
nucleus, so that by conservation of angular momentum, the vector addition 
of the spin and orbital angular momentum of the captured proton to the 
spin of the ground state of the target nucleus must yield th e spin of the 
state of the final n ucleus reached in the reaction. Symbolically, 
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-J. ~ 
J. + Q + 
1 
~ 
1 /2 \ . ~ J£ < J. + ~ + 1 I 2 m1n- ..... 1 
where ,l is the orbital angular momentum of the captured particle, l/2 
is the intrinsic spin of the captured particle, here a proton J. is the 
1 
ground state spin of the target nucleus and J f is the spin of the final state 
of the residual nucleus. From this relation one can obtain limits on the 
spin of the final nucleus states. Conservation of parity yields the rule 
that if ~ is even the parity of the final nucleus state is the same as that 
of the ground state of the initial (target) nucleus, and if ~ is odd the 
parity of the final nucleus state is opposite that of the ground state of 
the target nucleus. 
Method of Obtaining the Theoretical Butler Curves 
For the present experiments, the Butler curves were obtained by 
means of a set of nomographs made available by Lubitz and Parkinson. 22 
This graphical method of calculation is much more rapid than the direct 
numerical evaluation of the formulas. 
22. C.R. LubitzandW.C. Parkinson, Rev. Sci. Instr. 26,400 (1955). 
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Discussion of Results 
At 6. 00 Mev bombarding energy, the ground state and excited states 
of Si28 at 1. 78 , 6. 24, 7. 90, and .9. 3 9 Mev are well resolved from other 
states and have angular distributions whose principal maxima are well 
described by .{ = 0 Butler distributions. The states at 8. 28 and 8. 57 
Mev excitation could not be resolved, so that the angular distribution 
due to the combination of th e neutron groups was obtained. An ,R = 0 
Butler curve describes th eir angular distribution, but is most likely due 
to th e much stronger group of the 8. 57 level. A calculation of the mean 
n eutron energy of the combined 8. 28 and 8. 57 groups yielded 8. 64 Mev 
0 0 
at 0 and 8. 54 Mev at 15 , so that the mean energy is much closer to 
8. 57 than 8. 28, supporting the contention that the angular distribution 
obtained is primarily due to the 8. 57 Mev group. Similarly, the groups 
due to the states at 4. 5 and 4. 8 Mev excitation could not be resolved 
from each other, and the combined angular distribution was obtained. 
An Q. = 1 Butler distribution fits the compos i te distribution well except 
at 45°, where the experimental eros s -section is considerably in excess 
of the theoretical. It is possible that the experimental data represents 
a combination of an ~ = 1 and .sl. = 2 distribution. 
The n eutron groups corresponding to the states at 6. 88 and 7. 39 
Mev excitation are not well resolved from neighboring strong groups. 
It is thus likely that the experimental distribution has an admixture from 
the neighboring stron g }<. = 0 distributions, and thus does not represent 
the group under consideration at the forward angles. This consideration 
may account for the high point at 0° of the angular distribution of the 
6. 88 Mev state, which otherwise is well described by an ,9.. = 1 Butler 
9? 
distribution. The angular distribution of the 7. 39 Mev state is not well 
described by either an ~ = 1 or ~ = 2 Butler distribution, but possibly 
by a combination of them. This fact makes it likely that the 7. 39 Mev 
group corresponds to more than one unresolved level. 
Th.e 2. 16 Mev born barding energy angular distributions do not follow 
the Butler theory distributions in detail. In fact, the typically forward 
stripping distribution is strongly evident only for the 8. 57 and 9. 39 Mev 
states, and for these there are unpredicted strong secondary maxima. 
Of the other states, the angular distributions of the 8. 28 and 6. 24 states 
are moderately well fitted by Butler distributions for ~ = l and .Q = 0 
respectively, although the 8. 28 Mev state also has a strong backward 
maximum. It is a curious, and at present unexplainable fact, that some 
of the distributions which one knows from the data at the higher bombarding 
energy must correspond to . ~ = 0 angular distributions, show this dis-
tribution cl~arly, and others do not. The angular distributions for the 
states at l. 78, 6. 88, 7. 39, and 7. 90 Mev are nearly isotropic, within the 
statistical error, and cannot be described by the Butler theory. The 
Butler theory angular distributions drawn for comparison support this 
this conclusion. 
I 
Applying the angular momentum and parity conservation rules, since 
the ground state of AI 27 has a spin of 5/2 and even parity, an 2 = 0 dis-
28 
tribution leads to states of Si of even parity and spins of 2 or 3; ~ = 1 
leads to odd parity states with spins between 1 and 4, and }( = 2 leads to 
even parity states with spins between 0 and 5. 
The ground state of Si28 is known to have even parity and zero spin, 
and the l. 78 state to have even parity and a spin of two. The present 
results for these states are consistent with these assignments. The 
6. 24, 7. 90, and 9. 39 states have spin and parity 2+ or 3+. Since the 
angular distributi-on of the 4. 5 and 4. 8 Mev states seems to consist 
primarily of an Q = 1 distribution, with an admixture which may be 
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~ = 2, at least one of these states has odd parity and spin between 1 
and 4. An ~ = 0 admixture is excluded because the zero degree point 
is consistent with an ~ = 1 distribution, and if fl. = 0 were present its 
much greater cross-section would necessarily make the 0° point ex-
cessively high. The 8. 57 Mev state has spin 2 or 3 and even parity. 
The 8. 28 Mev state, which was unresolved from the 8. 57 state, distorts 
the 8. 57 distribution appreciably at 30° and 45°, indicating an Jl = 1 or 
~ = 2 distribution. One cannot tell from the 6. 00 Mev distribution what 
the spin and parity of the 8. 28 Mev state are. 
The state at 6. 88 Mev excitation energy, in spite of the poor fit to 
the Butler distribution at zero degrees, is thought to be characterized 
by an ~ = 1 distribution. The height of the zero degree point is probably 
due to the admixture of tracks from the neighboring 6. 24 Mev Jl.. = 0 dis-
tribution. It's parity is thus most likely odd, and spin between 1 and 4. 
The 7. 39 Mev state angular distribution is nearly isotropic, within stat-
istics, and no conclusion as to its spin and parity is possible. 
It must be emphasized that the above conclusions depend on the as-
sumption that the angular distributions can be characterized by a single 
Jl-value. Some states, such as a 2+ state, can be reached by particles 
having an ~-value of 0 or 2. Such a mixture was not considered in the 
present work. Also, some of the groups which were taken to be due to 
a single final state may in fact be due to two closely lying states reached 
gg 
by different l-valu~s. 
Probable Degree of Compound Nucleus Formation 
The 6. 00 Mev bombarding energy angular distributions follow the 
Butler theory quite closely, although the cross-sections at backward 
angles are slightly higher than predicted. Such slight differences might 
well be ascribed to the approximations of the Butler theory, and shed no 
light on compound nucleus formation. On the other hand, the 2. 16 Mev 
bombarding energy angular distributions have a v·arying degree of cor-
respondence with the predictions of the Butler theory. The problem, 
then, is to assign the variations to the proper causes. The Butler theory 
is not expected to be valid for this bombarding energy, which is about 
half of the coulomb barrier, 3. 6 Mev. However, one knows qualitatively, 
from the work of Tobocman and Kalas, 2g what the effects of the coulomb 
interaction are. They are broadening of the peaks and filling in the minima 
of the angular distributions. Another result of Tobocman and Kalas is 
that the scattering of the emitted particles by the final nucleus' and 
scattering of incident particles by the target, both neglected in the Butler 
theory, have the effect of enhancing the secondary maxima in the stripping 
pattern. This effect is possibly present in the 2. 16 Mev deuteron energy 
angular distribution of the 9. 39 s·tate level, but another explanation is 
that the group contains unresolved levels reached by different ~ -values. 
The question of the degree of backward stripping present cannot be -
answered at present. Since the data extends only to 120°, one does not 
know to what extent the rise in some of the cross -sections in the back-
ward direction is due to the enhancement of secondary maxima. 
2!. W. Tobocman and M.H. Kalas, Phys. Rev. 97, 132 {1955) 
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It was not possible to find the contribution to the cross-section due 
to compound nucleus formation, for the low bombarding energy experi-
ment, because the angular distributions are insufficiently analyzed at 
this time. Calculations using the theory of Tobocman, by accounting 
for coulomb and nuclear effects, might reveal a residual cross -section 
due to compound nucleus formation. Such a calculation is quite difficult 
* and requires a digital computer. If compound nucleus formation con-
tributes to the reaction, one expects an isotropic contribution to the 
angular distribution. Since all the experimental distributions at 2. 16 
Mev exhibit an isotropic background, one is tempted to try to fit the 
isotropic contribution to the cross -section to a Maxwellian curve, pre-
dieted by the evaporation theory, discussed in Chapter III. Because the 
Butler theory is not valid below the coulomb barrier, and coulomb effects 
tend to fill in minima, one cannot separate the isotropic portions of the 
distributions due to compound nucleus formation from that due to stripping, 
so that this app-roach is not fruitful. Another approach is to compare the 
experimental cross -section as a function of reaction Q with the Butler 
theory prediction. In ·figure 32. is shown such a curve, for zero degrees 
and for .£. = 0 Butler distributions. The experimental points follow this 
curve reasonably well, considering that the reduced width and statistical 
factors were ignored. Because of this fair agreement, there cannot be 
a predominance of compound nucleus for·mation in the reaction. Taking 
the isotropic portion of the 9. 39 Mev level distribution as the maximum 
that could be contributed by the compound nucleus mechanism to the for-
mation to this level (or group of levels), compound nucleus formation con-
>:< N. Austern (private communication) 
i 6 ure 32 . The Butler c r o s s-section as a func t ion of emergent 
neutron energy , at 0° l.!ng le of emission for neutrons emitted 
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RELEVANCE OF THE ALPHA-PARTICLE AND COLLECTIVE MODELS 
Qualitative Description of the Alpha-Particle Model 
The alpha -particle model is an idealized description of nuclear 
structure which pictures nuclei as made up of collections of alpha-
particles. These particles are assumed to be held in stable geometrical 
configurations by two-particle oscillator potentials. The excited states 
are then described by the rotational and vibrational quantum states of 
such a structure. The alpha-particle model has the attractive feature 
that calculation of the excited states can be done by the well-known methods 
of molecular spectroscopy. 
Applicability to o16 and c 12 
Since Si 28 is one of the candidates for an alpha-particle model, it 
is of interest to inquire into the possibility of determining its level 
structure on this model. One must then examine the results of calcula-
tions for C 12 and o16 , for which calculations have been made, to estimate 
whether this model possibly could account for the level structure of Si 28 • 
1 Glassgold and Galonsky have recently discussed the alpha-particle 
model of C 12• Experimentally the spins and parities of only three states 
are known, and these are needed to evaluate the unknown constants con-
tained in the theory. When these are used, a 3 state at 5. 53 Mev excita-
2 
tion is predicted, which has not been observed. There is at present 
insufficient knowledge of the spins and parities of levels in C 12 to make 
a further comparison. 
A. E. Glassgold and A. Galonsky, Phys. Rev. 103, 701 (1956) l. 
2. C. D. Moak and A. Ga1onsky, Bull. Am. Phys. Soc. 1, No. 4, 196 N8 
( 19 56) 104 
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3 16 Kameny has extended the alpha model calculations for 0 to states 
up to 16 Mev excitation, and calculated the lifetimes of the first four ex-
cited states •. For states up to 13 Mev excitation, fifteen out of nineteen 
can be matched with the theory with regard to spin and parity, and the 
experimental determination of three other spins and parities is not yet 
settled. These fifteen states can be matched with respect to level posi-
tion within 1. 1 Mev, which is not remarkable. Two levels are predicted 
which are not observed. 4 Kameny states that the actual nucleus has more 
symmetry than the model ascribes to it, so that in reality fewer states 
exist than are predicted. One must conclude that the alpha-particle model 
explains the levels of 0 16 , although the quantitative agreement is poor. 
Presumably the theoretical level structure of Si 28 on the alpha-particle 
model would also be semiquantitatively explained. 
Applicability of the Collective Model 
Recently the collective model has had striking success 5 in predicting 
in detail the properties of Al25• In addition, there is evidence 6 for the 
rotational character of states in F 19 , and other nuclei7 in the region of 
Al 25 , although the only published reference is the short abstract (reference 
8 28 7). In addition, Sheline has attempted to account for the levels of Al 
with the collective model. 
3. S.L. Kameny, Phys. Rev. 103, 358 (1956) 
4. S. L. Kameny, thesis, California Institute of Technology (1955) 
( unpublished) 
5. Litherland, Paul, Bartholomew, and Gove, Phys. Rev. 102, 208 
( 19 56) 
6. E.B. Paul, Physica 11, 1140 (1956) 
7. Gove, Litherland, Paul, Almqvist, Bartholomew, and Bromley, Physica 
11, 1140 (1956) 
8. R.K. Sheline, Nuclear Physics 2, 382 (1956) 
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In spite of the increasing evidence that the collective model is valid 
. h . s.28 1n t e regwn near 1 , it must be pointed out that the nuclei so far ex-
amined on the basis of this model are much less stable than Si28 and 
have a much greater level density. The closing of the d5/2 subshell at 
Si 28 may considerably reduce its distortion, and hence the applicability 
of the collective model is doubtful. The possibility of a collective model 
explanation for the Al 28 states implies that some of the unbound states 
of Si28 can be similarly explained. This possibility does not extend to 
the bound states. The limited knowledge of spins and parities of the 
t f S . 28 d . . f 11 . d 1 1 ul sta es o 1 oes not perm1t a compar1son o a co ect1ve mo e ca c a-
tion with the experimental data at the present time. 
CHAPTER VI. CONCLUSIONS 
Statement of Problems 
Energy Levels of Si 28 
Except for the first excited state, the energy levels of Si 28 were 
l 
not known to better than 200 k ev before the present work . Because 
of the lack of precise information about the positions of the states in 
Si 
28
, it has not been possible to establish the gamma decay sequences 
. s.28 1n 1 • The first problem, then, was the redetermination of the loca-
tion of the excited states of Si 28 below l 0. 5 Mev. 
Spin and Parity Determinations 
The spins and parities of the ground state and first excited states 
of Si28 are well known. 1 Rutherglen et al2 attempted to determii;le the 
spins and parities of the second a n d third excited states by means of 
angular correlation measurements. Since the experimental angular 
correlations were not cons is tent with pure multi pole radiation it was 
necessary to assume mixtures of multipoles. As a consequence they were 
unable to determine the spins and parities of these states unambiguously. 
The spins and parities of the higher excited states were not previously 
investigated, and this was the purpose of the stripping analysis of the 
6. 00 M ev bombarding energy experiment. 
The Reaction Mechanism at 2. 16 and 6. 00 Mev 
The Butler theory describes the mechanism of deuteron reac t ions 
very well in the region of its validity. The question then arises of the 
1. P.M. Endt and J.C. Kluyver, Rev. Modern P h ys. 26, 95 (1954) 




mechanism of (d,p) and (d,n) reactions below the coulomb barrier, where 
the stripping theory is not expected to be valid, in the degree of approxi-
mation included in the Butler theory. In this region complications of 
the stripping analysis arise because of coulomb effects and the scattering 
of the incident and emitted particles by the target and residual nucleus. 
In addition, the compound nucleus reaction may compete with stripping. 
The problem is to account for the reaction mechanisms at 2. 16 and 6. 00 
Mev bombarding energy. At 6. 00 Mev stripping was expected to be the 
dominant mechanism, but the angular distribution of particles from 
stripping reaction in the backward direction has not received much 
attention. 
Recapitulation of the Experimental Work 
The energy spectrum and angular distributions of neutrons from the 
reaction Al 27 (d, n)Si 28 have been obtained at 2. 16 and 6. 00 Mev bombard-
ing energy. At the lower deuteron energy, the spectrum was obtained 
at eight angles, to 120°, and at the higher energy, at six angles to 135° 
with respect to the bombarding beam. The neutron spectra were obtained 
by the method of proton recoils in nuclear emulsions. 
The locations of excited states of Si28 were obtained from the results 
of the 2. 16 Mev bombardment experiment. States were observed at ex-
citation energies of l. 78 ~ 0. 10, 4. 54-: 0. 2, 4. 95 ~ 0. 2, 6. 24-: 0. 06, 
+ + + + + + 6.88- 0.06, 7.39- 0.06, 7.89- 0.06, 8.31- 0.10, 8.57- 0.08, 9.37-
+ . + 0. 04, 10. 00 - 0. 10, and 10.25 - 0. 06 Mev. Of these twelve states, nine 
were previously known. The accuracy to which six of these nine states 
are known was improved. The state at 9. 39 Mev excitation is most likely 
+ the first T = l state, corresponding to the 3 ground state and the 30 kev 
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2+ first excited state of A1 28 , although it may in addition correspond to 
unresolved T = 0 states. The T = 1 identification follows from the cal-
culation of the position of the first T = 1 state by Wilkinson, which 
predicted that it would be at 9. 38 Mev excitation. 3 
The angular distributions were analyzed by means of the Butler 
stripping theory. Parities and limits on the spins were obtained for 
four excited states from the 6. 00 Mev bombar.dment energy data, in 
addition to a check on the spins and parities of the ground state and the 
l. 78 Mev state. Several states were poorly resolved at the 6. 00 Mev 
bombarding energy, so that only weaker conclusions would be drawn 
from their angular distributions. These results are as follows: the 
states at 6. 24, 7. 90, 8. 57; and 9. 39 Mev excitation have even parity 
and a spin of two or three units of angular momentum. If there are un-
resolved states close to these, the conclusions apply to the dominant 
level. At least one of the states at 4. 54 and 4. 95 Mev has odd parity 
and a spin between 1 and 4. It is extremely doubtful that the 4. 54 state 
is 2+, as reported, 4 for no evidence of an ~ = 0 distribution was ob-
tained. The state at 6. 88 Mev probably has odd parity and spin between 
1 and 4. The s·tate at 8. 28 Mev cannot be identified on the basis of the 
present data, and the 7. 39 state also cannot be identified, except that 
it cannot be 2+ or 3 +. 
The 2. 16 Mev bombardment energy angular distributions were com-
pared with the Butler theory predictions, and qualitative agreement was 
found for four of the states. The remainder of the angular distributions 
3. D.H. Wilkinson, Phil. Mag. ll, 1031 (1956) 
4. Gave, Litherland, and Paul, Bull. Am. Phys. Soc. Ser. 11, ~ D6 (1957) 
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were nearly isotropic within statistics. The distributions, which qua-
litatively resemble stripping distributions, have an appreciable cross-
section away from the principal maximum, have an isotropic back-
ground, and enhanced secondary maxima. Qualitatively these charac-
teristics may be ascribed to the coulomb and nuclear effects considered 
by Tobocman and Kalas. The conclusion is that the principal mechanism 
of the reaction at 2. 16 Mev bombarding energy, for levels reached by 
.{ = 0, is still stripping. The possibility exists of a considerable con-
tribution by the compound nucleus mechanism, but further analysis of 
the angular distributions is necessary in order to make quantitative es-
timates. A detailed analysis will be carried out, if it ·proves feasible. 
How Work can be Extended and Improved 
Knowledge of the excited states of Si28 below 10.5 Mev excitation 
is as yet incomplete. The exact locations of the state at 4. 8 Mev is 
not known. (The excitation of the 4. 5 Mev state is reported to be 4. 60 : 
0. 05 Mev; see reference 4.) For a detailed comparison with some future 
theory, it may be necessary to know the location of the other states to 
greater accuracy than this experiment has provided. Pair spectrometer 
measurements of the gamma rays emitted from the 4. 8 Mev state would 
probably be the most direct way to establish its precise energy. It is 
also quite possible that excited states of Si28 exist which were not detected 
in the present experiments. The stripping process favors final states 
which can be formed by capturing protons with low angular momentum, so 
that the cross -section for formation of states which require the proton 
orbital angular momentum to be three units or h igher would probably go 
undetected. It is also possible that levels reached by .R. = 2 were missed 
lll 
in the region of high level density. A careful study of the excitation 
regions near 6. 5 and 8. 9 Mev should be undertaken, because there is · 
weak evidence of possible additional states in these excitation regions. 
Investigations which might be undertaken in the future, when tech-
niques have been developed are interesting to consider. The magnetic 
analysis of alpha particle energies from the reaction P 31 (p, at )Si 28 would 
provide accurate excitation energies. Unfortunately this reaction re-
quires high energy protons and a small energy spread in the beam. Also, 
when a neutron spectrometer or the time-of-flight technique is sufficiently 
improved, one could obtain angular distributions with improved statistics. 
Of course these methods are inferior to that of nuclear emulsions in 
some respects. With nuclear emulsions one obtains a spectrum at all 
angles simultaneously, and does not worry about changing bombarding 
current and changes in the target during the bombardment. 
Further gamma ray studies which can be undertaken with present 
techniques are the following: coincidence measurements to determine 
the sequence of the various gamma rays emitted, studies of the spins 
and partial widths of the resonant states formed in the Al 27 (p,~ )Si 28 
reaction, and angular correlation studies. One can measure the angular 
correlation between the proton and the primary gamma, the correlation 
of a secondary gamma ray with the proton, the P!imary being unobserved, 
or a triple correlation of the primary and a secondary gamma with res-
pect to the incident proton beam. Although such angular correlation ex-
periments would be difficult to interpret, because of the high spin of the 
ground state of Al 27 , some information about spins and parities could 
be derived from these measurements. 
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The analysis of the angular distributions obtained at 2. 16 Mev born-
barding energy was really slighted. A thorough analysis, making use 
of a theory of the (d, n) reaction similar to that of Tobocman and Kalos 
for the (d, p) reaction, which takes into account coulomb and nuclear 
effects, is highly desirable. It would probably be necessary to do the 
calculations with the aid of a digital computer, as Tobocman and Kalos 
have done. Further studies which should be undertaken are computations 
of the effects of backward stripping and the inclusion of the effects of 
compound nucleus formation, possibly by means of the theory of 
Dabrowski. 5 
The present work was deficient in another important respect, namely 
that a yield curve . for the A 127 ( d, n)Si 28 reaction was not obtained. The 
role of resonances in the formation of the compound nucleus in deuteron 
reactions is still extremely obscure. Angular distributions obtained at 
energies on and off resonances, when analyzed, would probably contribute 
considerably to the understanding of the various processes which occur 
in low energy deuteron reactions. 
5. J. Dabrowski, Acta Physica Polonica, 15, 249 (1956) 
APPENDIX I 
The work described here has been published in the Physical Review 
103, 356 {1956) b y F. Ajzenberg -Selove, G. D. Johnson and A. G. Rubin, 
Boston University and M. Mazari, Massachusetts Institute of Technology. 
Abstract 
A thin target of isotopic boron has been bombarded with 7. 03 Mev 
protons . The neutrous from the B"(p, n)C" reaction, studied by means 
of nuclear emulsions, indicate an excited state of C" at 2. 01~0. 06 Mev. 
11 11 
B (p, n)C 
The location of the bound excited states of B 11 is very accurately 
known, p rimarily because of the magnetic analysis of the proton groups 
from the B 10{d,p)B11 reaction by Buechner and his collaborators. 1 ' 2 
In particular , the first excited state of B 11 is found to be at 2. 128 ~ 0 . 009 
Mev . In the corresponding region of the mirror nucleus c 11 , the location 
3-5 
of the excited states is based on studies of the neutrons and gamma-
3, 6 10 11 . . + 
rays from B (d, n)C . An exe1tat10n energy of 1. 85 - 0 . 06 Mev for 
the first excited state is given by Johnson. 4 However, this value, because 
of the relatively small number of proton recoil tracks due to high-energy 
neutrons, was based on the measurement o f a total o f less than 50 tracks 
1. Van Patter, Buechner and S perduto, Phys. Rev. 82, 248 (1 951) 
2. M. M. Elkind, Phys. Rev. 9 2, 127 {1953) 
3. F. Ajzenberg and T. Lauritsen, Revs. Modern Phys. 27, 77 {1 955) 
4. V. R. Johnson, Phys. Rev . 86, 302{1952) 
5. W. M. G ibson, Proc. Phy s. Soc. {London) A62, 586 (1949) 
6. Sample, Neilson, Chadwick and Warren, Can. J. Phy s. 33, 828 (1 955) 
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on four different plates. Gibson, 5 in an earlier paper, found the excita-
tion energy to be 2. 02 ~ 0. 1 Mev. This result was based on roughly 50 
tracks measured at one angle. After the present work was done, Cerineo 7 
and Grau~ also obtained the excitation energy of the first excited state 
by studying neutrons from the reaction B 10(d,n)C 11 • Cerineo found the 
energy of the first excited state to be 1. 86. ~ 0. 06 Mev. Cerineo obtained 
the neutron spectrum at seven angles, but has displayed only the one at 
20°. Here there are approximately 20 tracks in the group corresponding 
to the first excited state of c 11 , which has a width of approximately 600 
kev at half-maximum. Graue found the first excited state to be at 2. 02 ~ 
0. 04 Mev, based on data at 8 angles. At 30° there are about 16 tracks in 
the group of half width 600 kev. In neither of these papers is it stated how 
many tracks this determination is based on. Because of the considerable 
discrepancies between the excitation energies obtained, it is of interest to 
make an accurate measurement of the excitation energy of this state with 
good statistics. 
A thin target of isotopic boron powder, painted on a tantalum back-
ing, was born barded by 7. 03 Mev protons from the M. I. T. -0. N. R. Van 
de Graaff generator. The ne~trons were detected by means of Ilford C -2 
emulsions, 400 microns thick, placed 4 inches from the target and at s ev-
eral angles to the incident beam, as described in Chapter II. The exposure 
was 1500 microcou1ombs. The plate processing technique is also as des-
cribed earlier. The range-energy relation is that derived by Rotblat. 9 
7. M. Cerineo, Nuclear Physics 2, 113 (1956) 
8. A. Graue, Phil. Mag. V.I, 11, 1027 (1956) 
9. J. Rotb1at, Nature 167, 550 (1951) 
\\S 
The data shown in Figs. 13 - 3, have been corrected for geometry and n -p 
scattering cross -section. 
Figures 'J 3 <>(, show the results at 0°, 20°, 45°, and 60° to the inci-
dent beam. The neutron groups corresponding to the ground state of C 11 
are indicated as 0. Those corresponding to the first excited state are 
in dicated as l. On th e basis of these data, the ground state Q is found 
tO. 08 lO +0. 08 
to be Q = -2. 83 5 Mev, and Q 1 = -4. 84 0 05 Mev, with an excita-o -0. 0 - • 
tion energy, E of 2. 01 !: 0. 06 Mev for the first excited state of c 11 • Lack 
X 
of precise k nowledge of E because of uncertainty in the measurement 
p 
of the target thickness leads to the rath er large quoted errors in Q-value 
measurements. However, Q
0 
-Q1 =Ex does not depend on a precise know-
ledge of E and is believed to be more accurately determined. p 
The intensities (in the center -of-mass system) of th e neutron groups 
to th e g round state are approximately 2. 5 times greater than the inten -
sities of the groups to the 2. 01 Mev excited state at all four angles scan-
n ed. The angular distributions of both n eutron groups are peak ed at 0°; 
r 0o / r 20o = 2. 5 for both groups. 
11 
tion of th e ground state of C 
The differential eros s -section for forma-
+13 
at 0° is 13 _ 7 mb/ster. The calculation 
was carried out in th e manner described in Chapter II. 
10. To be compared with the accurate th reshold measurement of Richards, 
Smith, ~nd Browne, Phys. Rev. 80, 524 (1 950), wh ich gave Q = 
-2. 762 - 0. 003 Mev. - . 0 
Figures 33- 36 . lJeutron spectra from Bll (p , n) c11• The neutron groups 
corresponding to the ground state of e ll are indicated by 0 , and 
I I b 
the groups correspondi ng to the first excited state are i ndicated by l. 
J i s the corrected number of neutrons in a lOC- kev interval , and En 
is the neutron energy. 
1\'l lo 
gil ( p,n) ell II II lo g (p,n) C Ep :a 7.02 MEV 
Ep = 7.02 MEV 676 TRACKS 
785 TRACKS 20° 00 
11 !I 
II Cll lo lo 8 ( p,n) 
Ep =7.02 MEV g11 (p,n) C 11 
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The work described here has been published in the Physical Review 
104, 1444 (1 9 56) by A. G. Rubin and G. D. Johnson, B oston University, 
and J. B. Reynolds, Princeton University. 
Abstract 
The reaction P 31 (p, n)s 31 has been studied at Ep = 17. 2 Mev. The 
energy spectrum of the neutrous was determined by means of proton re-
c o il measurements in nuclear emulsions. The mass excess, M -A, of 
31 + 31 S was calculated to be -10. 04 - 0. 20 Mev. Excited states of S have 
beenlocatedatl.l5~0.15, 2.28~ 0 .20, 3.55~0.20, 4.51 ~0.15, 5.94 
+ + 
- 0. 30, and 6. 41 - 0. 20 Mev. 
p3l(p, n)S31 
The level structure of the A= 31 isobars is poorly known . In P 31 
the excited states at 1. 26, 2. 23, 3. 14, and 3. 29 Mev are well verified1 - 3 
and levels have also been reporte d at 0. 4, 0. 9 , and 3. 4 Mev. 4 In the 
31 
mirro r nucleus, S , the mass of the ground state is known to within ZOO 
k ev from beta decay work , 4 but n o excited states had been observed. The 
reason for this lack of information about s31 is that all reactions leading 
to it are either neutron-emitting reactions or very endoergic, or both, 
with the ex~eption of the reaction s32(He 3 , \:{ )s 31 , which has never been 
1. J. W. Olness and H. W. Lewis, Phys. Rev . 99 , 654 (1955) 
2. Paul, Bartholomew, G ove, and Litherland , Bull. Am. Phy s. Soc. 
Ser. II , I, 39 (1956) 
3. Van Patter, Rcth.man, Porter and Mandeville, Bull. Am. Phys. Soc. 
Ser. II, I, 60 (1 9 5 7 ) 
4 . P.M. Endt and J. C. Kluyver, Revs. Modern Phys. 26, 95 (1954) 
d . t. t 831 ' f 31 studied. It was deci ed to 1nves 1ga e by means o the reaction P 
31 {p, n)8 • The difficulty in accurately measuring neutron energies, cou-
pled with the beam spread of cyclotron protons necessary because of the 
endoergic character of the P 31 (p,n)831 reaction, precluded the possibility 
of obtaining very accurate information on the st~tes of 8 31 • However, 
because of the difficulty in reaching this nucleus, it was felt that any in-
formation on s31 would be of value. 
31 A target of P was prepared by dissolving red phosphorus in absol-
ute ethyl alcohol, and painting it onto a thin polystyrene film. The film 
was made by dissolving lucite chips in benzene, and pouring the solution 
out into a pan of water. The thickness of the target corresponded to an 
5 
energy loss of 100 kev for 17.5 Mev protons. Unfortunately the target 
was reversed prior to the exposure, so that the proton beam hit the poly-
styrene backing first. This degraded the energy of the incoming beam from 
17. 5 ! 0. 15 Mev to an average energy, E , of 17. 2 Mev in the target. p 
The exposure was 400 microcoulombs. Neutrons were detected by means 
of recoil protons in Ilford C -2 emulsions, 400 microns thick, placed at 
five angles to the incoming beam, at 30° intervals. The experimental 
arrangement has been described previously, 6 as have the development 
procedure, scanning method, and data analysis. It was found after pre-
liminary scanning that the low-energy neutrons formed a continuous spec-
trum, showing that the higher excited states of 8 31 were not resolved. 
Therefore only long tracks were measured, corresponding to neutron 
energies greater than- 3. 5 Mev and to excitation energies, E less than 
X 
5. Aron, Hoffman and Williams, Range-Energy Curves, AECU-663 {1949) 
6. F. Ajzenberg and W. Franzen, Phys. Rev. 94, 40 9 {1954) 
Figures 37- 41. Neutron spectra from p3l(p,n)s31• IT is the corrected 
number of tracks in a 200- kev i nterval . EP is the mean bombarding 
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Fa'j · 31 
TABLE 5" 
STATES OF s31. THE ENERGIES ARE GIVEN m MEV. THE WEIGHTJNG FACTOR AT EACH ANGLE 
lS lNDICATED m PARENTHESES AFTER THE Q VALUE AT THAT ANGLE 
Q Values at 
300 600 9r:P 120° 150° Weighted Q Ex in s.31 
- 6.06(2) - 6.07(1) - 6.06 o.2o 0 
- 7.26(3) -7.06(1) - 7.21 0.20 1.15 0.15 
- 8.31(3) - 8.25(1) - 8.35(1) - 8.52(2) -8.14(1) - 8.34 0.20 2.28 0.20 
- 9.25(3) - 9.36(2} - 9.60(3) - 9.41. o.ro 3.35 0.20 
-10.65(1) -10.60(2) -10.-57(3} -10.49(2) -10.57 0.20 4.51 0.15 
-12.00 -12.00 o.3o 5.94 0.30 
-12.37(2) -12.43(2) -12.74(1) -12.47 0.20 6.U 0.20 
\ 'l.'f 
7 Mev. A total of 3372 tracks were scanned at the five angles. Figures 
0 0 0 0 0 
show the data at 30 , 60 , 90 , 120 , and 150 . Because of the 
poor group resolution in this experiment, it was not possible to obtain 
meaningful angular distributions of the neutron groups. Table 1 gives 
a summary of the Q -values obtained and the ex citation energies in s 31 
The ground state Q -value derived from the results at 30° and 90° is -6. 06 
+ 
- 0 . 20 Mev , corresponding to an atomic mass excess, M-A, of -10.04 
+ 0 . 20 Mev and to · a mass of 30.98922 ~ 0. 00022 amu for s 31 . 
It is possible that all of the levels in s31 with excitation energies 
less than 7 Mev were not resolved. There is no way of checking this 
b h d . . 0 P 3 1 0 1 k b 3 3 ecause t e corresp on ing reg1on 1n 1s poor y . nown, a ove • Mev 
excitation. In addition to the levels listed in Table 1, there is some evi-
dence for another state .at about 3.6 Mev excitation (Q = 9 .·6 Mev ), but 
the evidence is not conclusive. The neutron group corresponding to the 
4. 51 Mev state has a width which is too large for a g r oup corresponding 
to a single level; the data at 30° suggest unresolved levels at 4. 4 a nd 5. 0 
Mev but here a gain the evidence is too poor to draw a firm conclusion. 
Th 0 obolo f t f N 14 23 ere 1s some poss1 1 1ty o neurons rom and Na contamination 
in the target. It is not pos sibJ.e to check this because of the large neutron 
group width which obscures variations . with angle. The target, however , 
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ABSTRACT 
T he neutron spectrum and angular distributions of neutron groups 
from the reaction Al 2 7 (d, n)Si28 were obtained by the method of proton 
recoils in nuclear emulsions. A thin aluminum target was bombarded 
with 2. 16 Mev deuterons from the M. I. T. Rockefeller Van de Graaff 
generator, and neutrons were detected by means of 400 micron Ilford C -2 
emulsions placed at nine angles to the incident beam. The plates were 
scanned with a Leitz binocular microscope equipped with a moving stage, 
at 1000 magnification. Neutron spectra were obtained at eight angles; 
0 0 0 0 - 0 3 0 , 4 5 , 6 0 , 9 0 , and 12 0 • A total of 12, 500 tracks 
was scanned. Excited states of Si28 were obtained from these measure-
+ + + + + 
ments at 1.78- 0.10, 4.54- 0.2, 4.95- 0.2, 6.24- 0.06, 6.88- 0.06, 
+ + + + + 7. 39 - o. 06, 7. 89 - o. 06, 8. 31 - o. 10, 8. 57 - o. 08, 9. 37 - o. 04, 10.00 
+ + 
- 0. 10, and 10. 25 - 0. 06 Mev. The cross -section for formation of the 
9. 37 state at 0° is IO.l- millibarns per steradian, within a factor of two. 
A second bombardment for the same reaction was made with a born-
barding energy of 6. 00 Mev at the M. I. T. -0. N. R. Van de Graaff genera-
tor, in order to obtain valid stripping angular distributions. 400 micron 
Ilford C -2 emulsions were used as before, and were placed at nine angles 
to the incident beam, at 15° intervals, from 0° to 135°. Neutron spectra 
were obtain-ed at six of these angles by the methods described above. The 
angular distributions obtained were compared with the Butler stripping 
theory in order to obtain the parities and limits on the spins of the states 
. s· 28 1 d b 1n 1 which were reached in the reaction. The angu ar istri utions of 
neutron groups corresponding to the levels at 1. 78, 6. 24, 7. 90, 8. 57, 
and 9. 39 Mev states are adequately described by .l = 0 distributions. If 
190 
these groups correspond to more than one unresolved level, as is the case 
with the 8. 57 Mev state, then the spin and parity of the level whose cross-
section is largest is 2+ or 3 +. The angular distribution of the unresolved 
states at 4. 5 and 5. 0 Mev was obtained, and the principal peak matches 
a Butler ,l=1 distribution. One of the states at 4. 5 and 5. 0 Mev thus has 
odd parity, and a spin of l, 2, 3, or 4. Because of deviation from the 
l distribution at higher angles it is quite possible that the other state 
has an angular distribution corresponding to f- = 2 or 3. The ·states at 
6. 88 and 7. 39 Mev were poorly resolved, and did not fit Butler dis tri-
butions very well. The 7. 39 state has a distribution which may be either 
{ = 1 or !2. = 2, and the 6.88 state distribution may be e = 0 or Jl. = l, 
/ 
with J... = 1 more likely. It is quite possible that the groups correspond-
ing to these 11 states 11 are actually composite groups of unresolved states 
in Si28 • An .f.= 2 distribution was obtained for the ground state of Si28 
as expected. The cross -section for formation of the 9. 39 Mev state of 
Si 28 at 0° at 2. 16 Mev born barding energy is l 0. 1 ± 5 rnillibarns per 
steradian, and at 6. 00 Mev bombarding energy 30.6 ± 8 rnillibarns per 
steradian. The angular distribution s obtained from this exposure followed 
the Butler predictions quite closely, out to the largest angles studied. 
The angular distributions obtained at the 2. 16 Mev bombarding energy 
showed poor agreement with the pr.edictions of the Butler stripping 
theory, which is not expected to be valid in this energy region. Th.e an-
gular distributions of the levels at 6. 24, 8. 28, 8. 57, and 9. 39 Mev ex-
citation showed the typically forward stripping distribution, but had iso-
tropic backgrounds and a considerable cross -section at backward angles. 
The angular distributions of the remainder of the levels were isotropic 
I'.U 
within statistics. A th orough analysis of the low bombarding energy 
angular distributions has not been carried out, but it is suggested that 
a comparison with the stripping theories of Tobocrnan and Kalos, and of 
Dabrowski, would be of value. 
A thin target of isotopic boron has been bombarded with 7. 03 Mev 
, , , , 
,~, 
within statistics. A thorough analysis of the low bombarding energy 
angular distributions has not been carried out, but it is suggested that 
a comparison with the stripping theories of Tobocman and Kalas, and of 
Dabrowski, would be of value. 
A thin target of isotopic boron has been bombarded with 7. 03 Mev 
11 11 . . protons. The neutrons from the B (p, n)C reactlon, stud1ed by means 
11 + 
of nuclear emulsions, indicate an excited state of C at 2. 01 - 0. 06 
Mev. 
. 31 31 The react10n P (p, n)S has been studied atE = 17. 2 Mev. The 
p 
energy spectrum of the neutrons was determined by means of proton re-
coil measurements in nuclear emulsions. The mass excess, M - A, of 
31 + 31 S was calculated to be -10. 04 - 0. 20 Mev. Excited states of S have 
+ + + + been located at 1. 15 - 0. 15, 2. 28 - 0. 20, 3. 35 - 0. 20, 4. 51 - 0.15, 
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